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‘’Sometimes we need to leave in order to know where we belong’’
~
Jázia Almeida (Remígio, Paraíba, Brazil)
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Abstract
Since the 1990s, increasing numbers of rural youth from the Brazilian Northeast migrate to urban
centres. Cities and the non-farming sector have not been able to absorb all incoming migrants, causing
impoverished livelihoods of young people. This problem is recognized by the NGO AS-PTA, who tries
to counteract the rural out-migration. They do this through the establishment of a food sovereignty
narrative, emphasizing amongst others the value of agricultural work. This thesis analysed this
constructed narrative and how rural youth uses the narrative in situations outside of the
organizational setting of AS-PTA, in conversational interactions. The research was inspired by Collins’
theory on circulation of narratives and the symbols within; and conducted through participatory
observation, the analysis of letters, interviews, action research and the analysis of literature and other
documents. It concludes with a reflection upon the impacts of narratives on the youth’s decisions to
stay or leave. It was shown that migration to large cities such as Rio de Janeiro or São Paulo is often
perceived as a last resort.
Key words: rural youth, Brazil, narratives, interaction rituals, family farming, food sovereignty,
agriculture, livelihood opportunities
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1. Research context
An introduction to the challenges concerning livelihoods of rural youth and what could
explain the rural exodus in Northeast Brazil

‘’As from the 1990s, rural livelihoods have increasingly been described in the language of ambiguity,
complexity, heterogeneity, differentiation and politics of location and relations. Researchers speak of a
‘pluralisation of the rural’, a hybridisation of livelihoods and a ‘de-peasantisation’ of rural landscapes
with multiplex diversification’’ (Jerneck & Olsson, 2013, p. 119). This thesis aims to contribute to the
study of these complexities. Relatively new is the focus on rural youth as a study object. This chapter
provides the background information to be able to read the thesis in its specific context of the
Borborema region in Northeast Brazil.

1.1. Research problem
Agricultural research from all over the world shows an agricultural system which is increasingly
‘’ageing’’: there is a relative upsurge of farmers over fifty years old (Ghimire, 2002; Leavy & Smith,
2010; Rigg, 2006) and at the same time an augmenting lack of interest amongst rural youth to pursue
a job in, or related to, agriculture (Bezu & Holden, 2014; Swarts & Aliber, 2013). Many actors (e.g.
farmers, rural worker unions, NGOs, researchers, and policy makers) perceive this to be a problem
because of two main reasons. The first is a concern for future rural development, often guided by the
question: ‘Who is going to produce our food, fibre and fuel in the future?’ (White, 2012; Yang, 2013).
A question that seems valid bearing in mind the prognosis of a growing population towards 9 billion
people in 2050 (Godfray et al., 2010). Secondly there is the concern regarding poor livelihood
opportunities for rural youth. If youth is stepping out of agriculture1, it exacerbates the current youth
unemployment crisis (Swarts & Aliber, 2013). However, agricultural occupations require arduous
work; and in many regions it is hard to make a decent living out of agricultural activities (Dorward et
al., 2009). Dorward et al. (2009) therefore state that young people will step out of agriculture by
migrating to urban areas, ‘’with perceived opportunities for a wider range of opportunities and
lifestyles’’ (Dorward et al., 2009, p. 247). This rural-urban migration is a global trend; in scientific
literature denominated as the ‘rural exodus’ (de Quintella Baptista & Campos, 2013; Ghimire, 2002;
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With the concept ‘youth stepping out of agriculture’, I mean sons and daughters of family farmers ‘’who decide not to
follow their parents’ occupations and move to the city in search of non-farm work’’ (Naafs & White, 2012, p. 17).
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Leavy & Smith, 2010; White, 2012). The rural exodus is often seen as a problem in itself, though this
is not necessarily the case: ‘’In contexts of extreme poverty, and increasingly fragmented smallholdings,
and less and less fertile soils, the emigration of part of each generation of youths from the rural area can
help stop the growing poverty, and restore balance in the urban environment’’ (Durston, 1997, in:
Brumer, 2008, p. 18). It does become a problem however when the non-farm sector is not able to
absorb rural workers (Rigg, 2006), which has been reported for example during the 1960-1970s
Green Revolution in Brazil: ‘’Millions of subsistence farmers were dislocated, many of whom migrated
to major urban centres seeking other opportunities, but ended up destitute in favelas, or shantytowns’’
(Ferraz, 1999 in: Hall et al., 2008, p. 45). Without a non-farm sector being able to absorb rural
workers, ‘’people displaced from the countryside will simply undergo a geographical shift from rural to
urban, while their standard of living will either remain the same or, possible, decline still further’’ (Rigg,
2006, p. 195). Consequently, many young migrants become ‘’slum dwellers, eking out an equally
marginal subsistence’’ as they would on the countryside (Ghimire, 2002, p. 68). Constraints from their
social, economic and natural environment together with a lack of access to assets lead youth to be
trapped on either the countryside or the margins of the city (Dorward et al., 2009; Ghimire, 2002).
This is a serious problem in many developing countries.
Although the problem is true for many countries, few studies have specified on rural youth as
its research subject. So far, many questions remain unanswered: What are motives for young people
to migrate to urban centres? What elements play an underlying role in this decision? And, for the
action researchers among us: How may the exodus trend be reversed? What is needed for young
people to stay on the countryside? This study aims to contribute to fill this knowledge gap. In does so
in the Borborema region in Northeast Brazil: an especially interesting case as ‘’the Northeast of Brazil
is among the poorest regions in the country, suffering from recurrent droughts, stagnation and rural
out-migration’’ (Sietz, 2014, p. 3). Moreover, there is evidence to believe that ‘’policies that decrease
rural-urban migration may help reduce violent crime in Brazilian cities’’ (Freire, 2014, p. 29). This,
together with high youth unemployment rates in the country, points to a serious concern about
livelihood opportunities for rural youth in Northeast Brazil, which is the starting point of this thesis.

1.2. State of the art: Youth and agriculture studies
Even though literature on youth and agricultural issues is scarce, studies available present interesting
hypotheses, findings and opinions. The common perception amongst these scholars is that the youth
lacks interest in agriculture and that this trend should be adjusted. An example from Tadele and Gella
2

(2012): ‘’(…) Understanding aspirations of future generations of farmers and whether they are attracted
to take up agriculture as a livelihood is critical for any interventions around agriculture in Ethiopia’’ (p.
34). With this perception as a starting point, most studies have focussed on the problems and
constraints that rural youth is facing, claiming (implicitly or explicitly) that the trend could be
reversed once the constraints are tackled. These constraints can be called push factors (Bezu &
Holden, 2014). I categorized these factors into four categories in Figure 1, based on the analysis of
eighteen publications (Assunção Lima de Paulo, date unknown; Azaola, 2012, Bednařikova et al.,
2016; Bezu & Holden, 2014; de Quintella Baptista & Campos, 2013; Ferrari et al., 2004; Ghimire, 2002;
Kritzinger, 2002; Kummer & Colognese, 2013; Leavy & Smith, 2010; Naafs & White, 2012; Punch,
2014; Swarts & Aliber, 2013; Tadele & Gella, 2012; Thissen et al., 2010; Wedster & Ganpat, 2013;
White, 2012; Yang, 2013).
The first category is ‘the image of farming and rural life’. Especially in African literature,
researchers report about the negative status of farmers in society. Farmers are said to be ignorant;
farming is perceived a dirty job; and farm workers are known for being abundant alcohol users and
gossiping people. Overall, farming is regarded as a last resort for those who fail to find a job in the
city. Several studies mention the family, the educational system and media as channels spreading this
negative image. On a family level, many elements may contribute to the migration push. The family’s
history in an example: if parents associate agriculture with hard work, hunger and poverty, they are
likely to stimulate their children to pursue another livelihood path. On the other hand, if the family
has fought to obtain land, they might stimulate their children to continue working on it – as it is
perceived to be an integral part of the family’s history. Finally, in a changing society of globalization
and individualization (Thissen et al., 2010), young women may reject traditional roles and flee from
those.
Second are the factors which make ‘agriculture not an option at all’. To this category belong
the issues related to access: access to public policies, land, loans, jobs, and other resources. Especially
land access is treated in detail. When the land is divided among all children, the plots will become too
small to support even subsistence farming. In other cases, either the youngest or oldest (son) of the
family receives all the territory. Thus heritage organization is a big issue. Concerning land,
dispossession and environmental deterioration are also mentioned as push factors. Likewise, access
to decision-making and public policies is also extensively discussed. Little or no government support,
as well as unavailability or unawareness of public policies are pinpointed social themes with high
impact. Overall, the lack of control over resources by young people (sometimes because their own
family does not give them a sense of ownership or responsibility) may influence the youth’s decision
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to leave. Lastly, some studies report that young people did not learn from their parents how to farm
and therefore do not possess the skills to work in agriculture.
The third category is named ‘rural communities’. Also denominated as ‘those places were
smartphones do not work’. Obviously, lack of basic services such as electricity and public health may
influence rural out-migration. In the same way, economic deterioration – eventually leading to the
loss of community life – is a push factor. The territorial or social isolation of rural areas is depicted a
negative factor, as it goes hand in hand with limited educational opportunities; high dependency on
the local family (and a lack of privacy); and boredom. Another element, mentioned by only few
studies, is the violence on the countryside.
Fourth is ‘the current state of the agricultural sector’. Changes in the climate cause severely
more droughts in some places. This relates with problems such as crop failure and seasonal variations
in crop harvest which makes agriculture a risky business. Even more so because most farmers are
working with the whole family (the so-called family farmers): if any illness occurs, the work may often
not get done. Finally, agriculture in many places gains low incomes, while investment inputs can be
high. Incomplete markets may further effect the difficulty of earning sufficient income in rural areas.
The term ‘push factors’ implies that pull factors also exist, although these are often not
explicitly mentioned in literature studies (exceptions are: Bezu & Holden, 2014; Dorward et al., 2009).
Pull factors too have been categorized into three groups in Figure 1. First are ‘youth aspirations to
live in the city’. The idea is that urban centres, with a wider range of facilities, opportunities and
lifestyles are attractive and therefore pull young people towards them. Aspirations are also associated
with adventure, freedom and independency. Migrating may also lead to a higher status on return.
Second are ‘opportunistic moments’: ‘’Young people often seize opportunistic moments that do not
involve much planning ahead’’ (Punch, 2014, p. 268). Examples of such moments are a job or schooling
opportunity, or the encounter of a love relationship. Both aspirations and opportunistic moments
may be influenced by successful migration of friends or family members. ‘’Success of relatives, friends,
and other networks that have already migrated to the urban areas typically serve as a strong positive
signal for potential migrants’’ (Bezu & Holden, 2014, p. 267). Migrated acquaintances might also call
rural youth when job opportunities come up.
The push and pull factors show a complex reality of rural youth’s migration decisions. As
understanding youth aspirations in a specific regional context is crucial for interventions enhancing
a better quality of life (Tadele & Gella, 2012), it is important to chart an image like Figure 1 for local
contexts such as the Borborema region2.
2

Figure 1 already indicates the factors which play a role in the Borborema region. These will be discussed in Chapter six.
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Figure 1: Push-pull factors of the rural5exodus
*Indicates the factors that are applicable for
the Borborema region as well (see Chapter 6)

1.3. State of the art: Youth in Northeast Brazil
The Northeast of Brazil is an interesting case to study rural migration as the region is historically
known for its rural-urban migration. Yet a recent change is that a different demographic group is
migrating: since the 1990s young men and women are leaving the countryside of the Brazilian
Northeast, as opposed to the years 1950-1990 when migrants used to be in their thirties or forties
and mostly female (Brumer, 2008; Camarano & Abramovay, 1998; de Quintella Baptista & Campos,
2013). Why did this trend change? Let us examine the first logical reason which comes up, namely
that youth migration corresponds with the current climatic changes observed worldwide.

1.3.1.

Does the climate explain the rural exodus?

Currently in its fifth year of enduring drought, 40,5% of the water reservoirs are in critical state, which
signifies that the water volume is below 5% of its total capacity (AESA, 2016). Adding up the
reservoirs under surveillance (those with less than 20% water of its total volume) this number comes
to 69% (in absolute numbers: 87 out of the 126 reservoirs) (AESA, 2016). Although these are the
facts, when visiting the region after three weeks with rainfalls, vast areas of green bushes and trees
are found, hiding the cactuses which are prominently seen in the dryer periods of the year. This is due
to the fact that in the North and Eastern parts of the Northeast (including the Borborema region)
precipitation varies greatly between months: ‘’The main rainy season (…) accounts for 60% of the
annual rainfall, occurs from April to July and the dry season (…) takes place from September to
December’’ (Faccio Carvalho, no date). In this specific area, rain occurs in maximum four months of
the year (Carvalho, 2013). Generally, there are many agricultural activities to be done in these four
months. Though in the rest of the year, agricultural production is limited to livestock production and
subsistence agriculture. Within this context it seems logical that farming is not an attractive option
for young people to fulfil their livelihoods needs. However, as Sietz et al. (2006) showed for three
areas in the Northeast, all of the smallholder farmers (in their definition with less than 100 hectares)
employed both ‘’on-farm as well as off-farm livelihood strategies’’ (p. 134). In addition, the droughts
are a recurrent phenomenon: every eight to ten years, the area passes a period of enduring drought
(Carvalho, 2013). Some organizations state that farmers learned to cope with the aridity, and even
came up with innovations to maintain production, although at lower levels (Carvalho, 2013; Petersen,
2015). Therefore, if the narrative of youth turning their back against agriculture is true, the climatic
circumstances do not (fully) explain this trend.
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1.3.2.

What else could explain the growing youth migration?

If the climate is not the (only) answer to the questions posed in the above sections, then what is? To
the best of my knowledge, there are no studies available on youth migration in the Northeast of Brazil.
There are few on migration in general. Like Brumer (2008), who conducted a study presenting data
on rural emigration in Brazil from 1950-2000. In her paper she shows how migratory flows had
different causes in different periods and concludes: ‘’(…) The advance of capitalism (in the form of
modernization and, more recently, globalization) is only part of the explanation for migration flows.
Drought and poverty in the Northeast, together with higher fertility rates than in other regions, and the
creation of new jobs in construction, industry, and services (including domestic work) may explain why
its population provides a major contribution to emigration from rural areas’’ (p. 25). She argues that
modernization is an important factor, referring to the modern machinery in agriculture (requiring
less labour on the countryside) and production techniques in industry and services (creating more
labour in urbanities).
Brumer’s (2008) argument is grounded in a historical-structural approach based on economic
laws: if the demand for labour on the countryside is reduced due to mechanization of agriculture ‘’the
unemployed have to migrate to another area to seek a living’’ (Singer, 1973 in: Brumer, 2008, p. 13).
I argue that this argument is invalid for the Borborema region. First, the small-scale nature of the
agricultural holdings in the area does not provide much opportunity for modern machinery use
(Helfland et al., 2013). Second, it does not seem that the Brazilian urbanities are able to absorb new
migrants as youth unemployment numbers are currently between 17,9% and 26,6% of the 15-29
years old (strict and relaxed unemployment respectively) (ILO, 2015)3. In the Northeast 27,4% in the
age category of 18-24 years old are without a job (IBGE, 2016).
Yet modernization (in other forms than mechanization of agriculture) may influence youth
migration; and likewise the structural factors of droughts and poverty, as underlined by Brumer
(2008). Though a structural analysis alone does not explain why some youngsters choose to migrate
while others do not. It ‘’provides a possible beginning to research but not an end’’ (Sayer, 2010).
Diversification [including migration] obeys a continuum of causes, motivations and constraints that vary
across individuals and households at a particular point in time and for the same individuals or
households at different points in time’’ (Ellis, 2000, p. 292). In other words: actions are embedded in
relations (Sayer, 2010) or interactions (Collins, 2004). They are context-dependent, including both

3

The national average of total unemployment is 6,8% (ILO, 2014).
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macro structures and micro elements. This study aims to build upon previous (macro structural)
research by using an interactional (micro) perspective.

1.4. AS-PTA and organized youth in Borborema
This research was conducted in the Borborema region situated in Paraíba, one of the nine states
geographically located in the Northeast; and in cooperation with the NGO AS-PTA (Assessoria e
Serviços a Projetos em Agricultura Alternativa). The NGO can be described as a new social movement,
as the organization focusses on ‘’issues that affect people’s awareness about their identity, social
recognition, environment, health, and well-being’’ (Barraza et al., 2013, p. 12). They are involved in
struggles over gender and diversity, environmental degradation, valorisation of farmers and
agriculture, and water access. They also fall into the category of food sovereignty advocates. The
concept of food sovereignty ‘’refers to an alternative agrarianism which contests the corporate food
regime’’(McMichael, 2013 in: Jansen, 2014, p. 213). One of its central ideas is that peasants or
smallholder farmers are key to sustainable agricultural growth (van der Ploeg, 2014). AS-PTA thus
focusses on smallholder farmers in the Borborema region.
The Borborema region in Paraíba covers an area of 3341,7 km2 (23.1% of the Paraíba state),
consisting of 21 municipalities (PTDRS, 2010). According to computations of the Brazilian statistical
institute inhabited 651,841 persons the area, of which 77.3% in cities and 22.7% on the countryside
(ibid). When excluding the biggest city (Campina Grande) from this calculation, the division is 53.3%
and 46.7% respectively. Gross national income per capita in the region varies between R$2181 and
R$4269 (ibid). There are 24,826 rural establishments between 2 and 200 hectares, occupying
267,943 hectares (ibid). The majority of these establishments (21,632) possess 2 to 10 hectares of
land on which they mainly produce beans, maize, cassava, bananas, mangos, cashew and chicken
(ibid).
AS-PTA has been active in the region since 1993 (Petersen & Silveira, 2007). At the start the
organization focussed on the diffusion of technologies for small scale farmers. The NGO works in 14
municipalities and the youth projects are mostly in seven to nine of them. Successful change, AS-PTA
recognizes, requires more than techno-scientific knowledge and solutions. Like many practitioners
nowadays perceive: ‘’Adaptation decisions, as well as the drivers and barriers to their implementation,
are deeply entrenched in environmental, technological, political, social-cultural contexts and their multiscale interactions’’ (Paschen & Ison, 2014, p. 1083).
The organization increased rapidly in terms of employees and number of projects after the
year 2000. This had to do with two exceptional conjunctures (Petersen & Silveira, 2007). First was
8

the entry of the Lula government in 2003. And second the formation of the Articulação Nacional de
Agroecologia (ANA), which strengthened the agroecological movement especially in the Semiarid
region. It was in this period that AS-PTA started their educational projects for children. From the start,
there has been a close collaboration with the organization the Pólo Sindical das Organizações da
Agricultura Familiar da Borborema (Pólo) and the municipal syndicates (sindicatos). The Pólo is an
institution focussing on political processes in the region. The syndicates are similar to worker unions.
The cooperation with both the Pólo and the syndicates is important to understand the organization
of the youth in the area.
The need to work with youth as a specific focus group emerged around 2010. From that year
onwards, several youth commissions were established on various scales in cooperation with the
syndicates and the Pólo as shown in Figure 2. These commissions, with youth leaders and youth
participants, are key actors in this thesis. Team members of AS-PTA describe the youth leaders as
people with leadership capabilities, a strong link with agriculture, and as persons who know what
they want4.
AS-PTA experienced many methodological and practical difficulties in working with young
people as a social category. They called for a pilot study to investigate the social reality of the
youngsters in the region5. This thesis is a combination of this pilot study conducted with AS-PTA and
a critical reflection on this process (done independently).

4
5

This was said on a team meeting on 26-10-2015.
The project was funded by Terre des Hommes Schweiz.
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This commission ideally consist of two
people from every participating
municipality (this should be 18). In
practice, there were less (around ten).
They come together every one or two
months to discuss action plans.

Regional youth
commission of
the Pólo da
Borborema

Depending on the syndicate, these
commissions come together every one
to three months. The amount of
participants varies per syndicate, as
well as the type of activities they enroll.
The idea is to have at least one person
from each local commission
participating.

On the local level are the commissions
within the communities. It is common
for these groups to work on a specific
project together. For example, they
share a seeding nursery or participate
all together in the solidary revolving
fund of animals.

Municipal youth
commission (e.g.
in Queimadas)

Local youth
commission

Local youth
commission

Municipal youth
commission (e.g.
in Lagoa Seca)

Local youth
commission

Figure 2: Organization of youth in commissions
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2. Theoretical and methodological
framework
A new approach to study youth in agriculture: the study of the dynamics of human
lives through their conversations and interaction with others

In chapter one, I stated that youth and agriculture studies, implicitly or explicitly, assume the rural
exodus can be reduced once push factors are tackled. However, these studies did not succeed in
explaining why some youth does migrate, while others do not. Moreover, studies concerning
Northeast Brazil do not explain why the rural exodus started around the 1990s, while the determined
push factors – modernization, urbanization and droughts – were already existing before. In order to
overcome these research limitations, this research came up with a different perspective and
methodological framework to study youth in agriculture.
‘’My analytical strategy (…) is to start with the dynamics of situations; from this we can derive almost
everything that we want to know about individuals, as a moving precipitate across situations’’
(Collins, 2004, p. 4).

2.1. Collins’ interacting ritual chains and narrative theory
This study adopted Collins’ (2004) strategy and focusses on on-ground situations and interactions.
Collins is of the opinion that a sufficiently powerful theory on the micro-level ‘’will unlock some
secrets of large-scale macrosociological changes as well’’ (p. 3). He states that (local) situational
encounters are at the foundation of social life and human experience: ‘’The smallscale, the here-andnow of face-to-face interaction, is the scene of action and the site of social actors. If we are going to find
the agency of social life, it will be here’’ (Collins, 2004, p. 3). And the agency of social life might be
exactly the component missing to answer the main question remaining in youth and agricultural
studies: ‘Why do some young people migrate, while others do not?’
The theory of interaction rituals is very extended though I will use especially one part of the
theory. As I study Applied Communication science, I chose for a communication perspective and thus
use the part of Collins’ (2008) theory that talks about conversations. Before talking about narratives
however, it is needed to understand some elements of Collins’ (2004) basic model (see Figure 3). It
depicts an interaction ritual ‘’as a set of processes with causal connections and feedback loops among
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them’’ (Collins, 2004, p. 47). Basically, a ritual is set up of several ‘’ingredients’’ causing several
outcomes. These outcomes are important to understand the theoretical part on conversations. So,
there are four main outcomes: ‘’1) group solidarity, a feeling of membership; 2) emotional energy in
the individual (this can be confidence, elation, strength, enthusiasm, or an initiative in taking action);
3) feelings of morality, which includes the sense of rightness in adhering to the group, respecting its
symbols, and defending both against transgressors. Along with this goes the sense of moral evil or
impropriety in violating the group’s solidarity and its symbolic representations; 4) symbols that
represent the group, representations (such as visual icons, words and gestures) that members feel
are associated with themselves collectively’’ (adapted from: Collins, 2004, p. 49). And it is in the latter
that narratives come in, because narratives recirculate the symbols6 created.

Figure 3: Interaction ritual model of Collins' (2004)

Collins (2004) does not define the word narrative. Therefore, I used other authors to
complement the theoretical framework on narrative analysis. Acknowledging the conceptual
complexity of narrative and narrative theory, I chose to use the definition of Paschen and Ison (2014)
because they directly relate narratives to interactions: ‘’In narrative theory, the term ‘narrative’ at its
most abstract is used to refer to ‘structures of knowledge and storied ways of knowing. (…) Narrative
inquiry as a qualitative methodology, in the form of semi-structured, narrative interviews, considers all

6

Thus symbols can be visual icons, words, and gestures.
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aspects of narrative: the story itself, how it relates the speaker’s experience to his or her social context,
and the joint construction of meaning between ‘interviewer’ and ‘respondent’ in the communicative
situation. Narrative inquiry, then, studies the emergence of knowledge as a part of social contexts and
interactions’’ (Paschen & Ison, 2014, p. 1084). In this sense, a narrative can be considered more than
just a story, but as an interactive process in which experiences are jointly constructed and interpreted
within a certain context (ibid.).
Collins (2004) identifies narratives as being one of the two central components of the
circulation of symbols: ‘’as symbols built up out of personal identities and narratives, in conversational
rituals marking the tie between the conversationalists and the symbolic objects they are talking about’’
(Collins, 2004, p. 87). In line with the idea that a narrative is a social process, the author does not only
mean narratives in the form of daily conversations. According to Collins (2004) circulation of symbols
can be studied on three levels: 1) in the moment in which rituals are constructed, i.e. the ‘’primary
realm’’, 2) in (interacting) social networks, and 3) on the level of the individual, and what individuals
do with rituals and symbols when they are alone. The latter are called inner conversations:
‘’conversations that make up thinking in an individual’s mind’’ (Collins, 2004, p. 384). These three levels
are called the first- second- and third order circulation of symbols. The premise of this methodological
framework is that social life is storied, and that it is these stories that shape social life. Hence,
narratives could possibly explain why some rural youth move away from agriculture, while others do
not.

2.2. Research questions and hypotheses
The main question of this research is: How do narratives influence the decision of rural youth to
stay or to leave the countryside? Of special interest is the fact that the NGO AS-PTA (and the other
organizations with which they closely work together) actively advocate the food sovereignty
narrative. I was curious to see whether this has an impact on the research question as well. Therefore,
the following three interrelated sub questions were derived from the main question:
1. How does AS-PTA construct its narrative?
2. Does the first-order circulation of symbols continue at the second- and third order?
3. Are narratives different between non-participating youth and participating youth of AS-PTA?
Based on Collins’ (2004) theory, I thought of three different hypotheses. First, AS-PTA with its food
sovereignty paradigm is capable of influencing the narratives of the youth. Continuing in this line of
thought, the second hypothesis is that the young people who are more involved with the work of AS13

PTA are more determined to stay on the countryside. And third, I expect that motives to migrate are
strongly related to negative perceptions of agriculture7.

2.3. Research methods
The aims of the methodology are to study youth and agriculture in terms of interactions. Different
research methods were applied so that different types of situational interactions were captured. This
also facilitated the study of the different orders of circulation of symbols (Collins, 2004). Most of the
research was undertaken with youth in the Borborema region. Like Leyshon (2002): ‘’I deliberately
emphasise researching with young people to indicate that research is a shared process of knowledge
creation between all those participating in the project in whatever capacity’’. The methods will be
described below in arbitrary order.

2.3.1.

Participatory observation

Participatory observation is ‘’a method in which an observer takes part in the daily activities, rituals,
interactions, and events of the people being studied’’ as one of the means of learning about them
(Musante & DeWalt, 2010, p. 260). I tried to study both the first- and second order circulation of
symbols through participatory observation. The first order circulation (the events in which symbols
are created) was studied at organized events: youth commission meetings, AS-PTA activities, and the
first (four day) seminar for young people in the Semiarid region of Brazil about agriculture (organized
by the National Institute of the Semiarid region - INSA). The second order circulation (the
recirculation of symbols through interactions) was studied in more informal group gatherings: the
discussions after the youth meetings, during seminar breaks, or when youth got together in the street
or at their homes. After any type of participant observation, I would write down my observations as
soon as possible in my research notebook. Once at the office or alone at home, I would rewrite the
field notes in my laptop and code them. This is how the data were systematically gathered.

7

The third hypothesis was chosen, as negative perceptions are most closely connected to interactions rather than structural
factors and thus fit the perspective of the research more than the other push factors (as graphically depicted in Figure 1).
Moreover, negative perceptions are a major theme in the publications analysed, especially in African literature on rural
youth migration. This made me curious to verify whether the same mechanism applies in the Borborema region in Brazil.
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2.3.2.

Letters

Second, as ‘’thinking is the third-order circulation of symbols’’ (Collins, 2004, p. 183) I tried to study
the youth’s introspections, their thoughts on agriculture and the symbols in place. I aimed to achieve
this through the analysis of 73 letters written by youth in the Borborema region. Sindicatos of ten
different municipalities asked young people in the area to write a letter about their experiences of
living in a rural territory. Most of the letters were written in 2014, some in 2016. The youth were
between 11 and 34 years old (with a median of 16 years). The majority lived on a sítio (83%), a piece
of land bought or borrowed by the family. The others either lived in a settlement (assentamento, 11%)
or in a city (6%); a settlement being a piece of land obtained through the land reform movement. On
average, youth reported to have three brothers or sisters; with variations between one and ten
siblings. The sindicalistos provided a short list of nine questions that they could answer (see Appendix
1). Though they were free to write about anything they wanted. I read all the letters once and then
synthesized the information in an Excel spreadsheet during the second reading.

2.3.3.

Semi-structured interviews

To get more in-dept information, semi-structured interviews were used. Semi-structed interviews
encourage ‘story-telling’ (Paschen and Ison, 2014), which aligns with the theoretical focus on
narratives. I used interviews to validate what I had seen and heard via participatory observations or
read in letters, but also to uncover new clues or explore a new dimension of an issue (Vallaster & Koll,
2002). Moreover, through interviewing, I could speak to young people that did not participate at
events organized by AS-PTA and/or the sindicatos8 and which I would not reach through the previous
two methods described.
Prior to the interviews, I clustered the youth in three categories in terms of participation:
leaders, participants, and non-participants. Leaders include the youth participating in the regional
youth commission of the Pólo da Borborema. Participants include those who take part in youth
commission activities. And non-participants are the young people that are not involved in any
organized group related to AS-PTA9. In total, 25 individual interviews were conducted between
January and April 2016. I talk about individual interviews as another 11 interviews took place in
groups of interviewers (through the method of action research, see next paragraph). All the 36
8

Although AS-PTA and the syndicates organize many events together, there are also certain events organized by either one
of the two in which the other party is not necessarily present.
9
With non-participants, I do not want to imply that these persons do not do anything. It is by no means a negative term.
On the contrary, these persons participate in their local societies, in which they might be participating at other organisations
or institutions. The term non-participants is only used to define those young people that do not participate at AS-PTA
events.
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interviews together contained 6 leaders, 16 participants, and 14 non-participants. The topic list was
based on the outcomes of the first action research process, in which we defined several categories
which influence youth decisions.
Interviewees were selected along the way of interviewing: the process developed as I
reflected on previous actions and stories heard (Heikkinen, Huttunen, & Syrjãlã, 2007). The six youth
leaders were the first persons I interviewed individually. Obviously, they were easy to select as there
were only a few that (had) participated in the regional youth commission. Youth participants were
approached for an interview during events. In the selection of interviewees, I tried to balance the
different backgrounds10. With non-participating youth too, I tried to find people with different types
of stories. I would not have been able to talk to most of them without contacts I obtained through ASPTA, and who were willing to help me schedule the interviews (and often also assisted in arranging
transportation). When talking about possible interviewees with my contacts, I asked many questions
about the young person in question in order to select a variety of persons for the interviews.
It was up to the interviewees to decide the location of the interview. These took place in family
houses, at friend’s houses, in sindicatos, at the practice field of the vaquejada, at a community kitchen,
in a bar, and in a mining pit. Some interviews ended up in group conversations, as places did not
always provide a space to sit in private. Though because of the focus on interactions, this was not
perceived as a negative event. On the contrary, several good things came out. For example, in some
cases the interview gradually changed into a conversation in which I could apply participatory
observation, which provided me with more enriched data. I also noticed that some of the youngsters
would talk more freely about my questions to their peers than they would directly to me. As the
locations were chosen by the interviewees themselves I assume that they did not feel indisposed to
talk because of other people’s presence.

2.3.4.

Action research

Action research has been described as: ‘’A participatory, democratic process concerned with developing
practical knowledge in the pursuit of worthwhile human purposes… It seeks to bring together action and
reflection, theory and practice, in participation with others, in the pursuit of practical solutions to issues
of pressing concern to people, and more generally the flourishing of individual persons and their
10

With different backgrounds, I mean certain characteristics that were said to have an impact on rural youth’s decisions
such as: residence (city, settlement, or sítio), having a history with the violence in the region, having parents that try to
encourage/discourage the youngster to stay on the countryside, young people that were already making a living out of
farming, gender, etc.
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communities’’ (Reason and Bradbury, 2001 in: Chandler & Torbert, 2003, p. 134). In this thesis, action
research is one of the research methods to support Collins’ (2004) theory of interactions. As a
researcher conducts a study with the relevant stakeholders, participating in the action research study
gives the opportunity to collaborate closely with these stakeholders. It gave me the chance to reflect
with small groups of young people about the rural exodus. As we designed and conducted the research
together, it also created interaction rituals. Hence the method was conducive to narrative analysis.
Some of the meetings were quite intense, resulting in people giving rousing speeches while others
crying or clapping (characteristics of a shared mood and emotional energy, which are ingredients of
the creation of symbols, see Figure 3). In other words, action research as a method links with the firstand second order loop of the study of symbols and interactions (Collins, 2004). On the other hand,
action research – besides being a method – is a methodology in itself and requires a thought through
research design.
So how did we organize our action research methodology (see Appendix 2 and Appendix 3)?
There were several meetings to prepare, conduct and reflect upon our actions; which is in line with
the action research cycle of intend-act-review(-intend-act-etc.) (Dick, 1993). There were two rounds
of interviewing, presented by the two blue boxes in Figure 4. With a group of around 25 people we
would prepare for interviewing on day one. The preparation included a brainstorm and discussion on
the causes of the rural exodus. On day two, the interviews were conducted in the morning. In small
groups, we would visit one person (these persons had been selected in earlier meetings, in which we
made sure to balance the backgrounds and gender of those to be interviewed). In the afternoon, the
groups would write a report and prepare for the presentations on the final day.

Figure 4: Action Research process
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2.3.5.

Literature and other materials

Finally, literature and other materials were used to support this thesis. As literature about the
Northeast of Brazil in combination with youth studies are scarce, I basically used almost everything I
could get my hands on. Other materials included internal documents of the NGO, short movies,
television episodes, websites and Whatsapp group conversations of youth11.

2.4. Stance of the researcher in the current agricultural debate
Now before heading on we need to take a side road, as all of what will be discussed is part of a larger
debate in science. ‘’Current rural research is characterized by paradigms rather than one paradigm or
system of thought’’ (Hillyard, 2007, p. 153). On first sight it looks like there is a dichotomy in
literature: a dichotomy between the food sovereignty approach and agrarian capitalism (Jansen,
2014). The former is conceived as ‘’the right of nations and peoples to control their own food systems,
including their own markets, production models, food cultures and environments… as a critical
alternative to the dominant neoliberal model for agriculture and trade´´ (Wittman et al., 2010, in:
Bernstein, 2014, p. 1031). Van der Ploeg (2014) calls it ‘’a concept under construction’’, yet food
sovereignty advocates make use of a variety of symbols – which I call food sovereignty symbols –
which are clearly accepted as belonging to the food sovereignty approach, such as: food democracy,
agroecology, living nature, peasant agriculture, resilience, local knowledge of farmers, biodiversity,
and local seeds. Their symbolic enemy too is clearly presented, some examples being: dependency
created by global commodity markets, the industrialization of agricultural production processes, food
empires, and economies of scale (van der Ploeg, 2014). Agrarian capitalism critiques the food
sovereignty approach by rejecting the belief ‘’that ‘peasants’ practising low (external)-input and
labour-intensive farming, can feed current and projected world population’’ (Bernstein, 2014, pp.
1056-1057).
This scientific debate is reflected in society as well. During the writing of this thesis, I struggled
a lot with the question: ‘How to go about with this split, both in theory and practice?’ A personal story
will explain this. In the process of this study, I (unintentionally) put myself in a stimulating yet
complicated position as a researcher: on the one hand collaborating closely with a local NGO
embedded in the food sovereignty perspective; and on the other with my thesis supervisors in
Wageningen, who are very critical towards this particular perspective. In the beginning, I felt the
11

There is no globally agreed upon definition of youth, let alone rural youth (see: Bennell, 2007; Côté, 2013; Leavy &
Smith, 2010 for an elaborated explanation). The definition in this thesis came from the action research. In the first phases,
youth was described as those people within the age range of 18-24. Later, the range was expanded from 16-29 years old.
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uncomfortable tensions of this theoretical split. Whereas I was encouraged by the NGO to use the
book ‘The new peasantries’ of Van der Ploeg (2009) as a basis for my work, my supervisor encouraged
me to read other literature as well, providing me with the text ‘’Food sovereignty via the ‘peasant
way’: a sceptical view’’ by Bernstein (2014). Works of both, that I have read with great interest,
brought me deeper into the maze that is called ‘’the agricultural debate in science’’. I struggled with
the question whether I had to choose one of the frameworks.
So putting this on paper, where do I stand now? I found my answer in Jansen (2014): ‘’In my
view, these two narratives can be adapted so that they are not mutually exclusive’’ (p. 227). In your
hands (or on your screen) my attempt to achieve this. In my point of view, different types of
agriculture have existed alongside each other for many years and will continue to do so in the future.
Agriculture nowadays is multifunctional: from nutrition to biomass, from ecosystem services to social
and cultural aspects (Oliveira de Almeida Machado, 2017). Different types of agriculture might fulfil
different roles and could in some ways even learn from each other. I decided that I did not have to
dive into the agronomic pros and cons of the two academic stances, as this is not the main topic of the
research. Yet the debate is an important contextual factor that readers of this thesis should take into
account.
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3. Narratives at an organizational
setting: at AS-PTA
Social movement frames in narrative practices of the NGO: youth that does not want
anything as a fallacy and the ‘’truth’’ about rural youth

The data will be discussed in three chapters. Chapter 3 shows how AS-PTA constructs its narrative.
In order words, it illustrates the creation of symbols (the first-order circulation according to Collins’
theory). Chapter 4 discusses how youth participants of AS-PTA deal with these symbols and
narratives outside the organizational setting. Then, the narratives of participating youth are
compared with those of non-participating youth (in Chapter 5). This frontstage-backstage division
(known from Giddens, in: Collins, 2004) allows for a clear-cut analysis of the construction of
narratives. This chapter will start with some words from one of the executive directors of AS-PTA:
‘’We have learned a lot from you [youth] and the idea that ‘youth wants nothing, knows nothing’ is a
great fallacy. On the contrary: if we are here today taking the first step to the march [a demonstration
of youngsters to stand up for their rights] then that is because you have dared and because you fight
every day.’’12

3.1. What people say people say: diagnostic frame of the
narrative
The narrative of AS-PTA, a collective action frame, will be portrayed in this chapter. ‘’Collective action
frames are constructed in part as movements adherents negotiate a shared understanding of some
problematic condition or situation they define as in need of change, make attributions regarding who or
what is to blame, articulate an alternative set of arrangements, and urge others to act in concert to affect
change’’ (Benford & Snow, 2000, p. 615). This paragraph contains an overview of the attributions
regarding who or what is to blame. This is what Benford and Snow (2000) call diagnostic framing.
The attributions, stories which I call ‘’what people say people say’’, came from participants in the

12

‘’Aprendemos bastante com vocês e é uma grande falácia a ideia de que ‘a juventude não quer nada, não sabe nada’, pelo
contrário, se hoje estamos aqui dando o primeiro passo para a marcha, é porque vocês ousaram e vocês lutam todos os
dias.”
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organizational settings: farmers, youth, sindicalistos, policy makers and university teachers13. Below
a list of some of the most heard statements of what people say people say:


‘’This generation of youth does not want anything’’ or ‘’youth is uninterested’’14



‘’The media only shows images of the drought in the Semiarid region’’15



‘’Parents stimulate their children to study and get wings’’16



‘’People think that children and young persons are not responsible enough to make their own
informed decisions’’



‘’They say the countryside holds no future’’, ‘’That the countryside is a backward place’’17



‘’Teachers tell their students to study to become someone, and that means leaving the
countryside. Their mentality is that farming for a living is not good’’18



‘’Young people are ashamed of their origins, of being sons and daughters of family farmers’’

Usually, these stories told by participants were used to show that the narratives in place are not the
‘’true story’’, and that organizations (including participants) have to actively construct a counternarrative.

3.2. The ‘’truth’’: AS-PTA’s narrative
The counter-narrative is already well established in the Northeast: it is advocated at AS-PTA, but also
at the youth seminar, on online media, and in Brazilian literature (Examples are: de Quintella Baptista
& Campos, 2013; Sónotíciaboa, 2016; van der Ploeg, 2006). So what does this counter-narrative look
like?

3.2.1.

The narrative

The ‘’truth’’ according to AS-PTA (and other food sovereignty organizations in the region) is one
narrative consisting of several elements:
13

The majority of quotes in this paragraph comes from events in which AS-PTA personnel was present, such as
conferences, workshops and meetings. Others were narrated on the four-day rural youth seminar in Campina Grande,
Paraíba, organized by governmental institutes as INSA and the Ministry of Agrarian Development (MDA). The common
factor in these interactions is that they all took place in a setting in which the food sovereignty paradigm dominated the
discourse.
14
‘’O jovem quer nada por nada’’ & ‘’a juventude não quer nada’’.
15
Even though ‘’Northeast Brazil is a classic and well-documented example of the nexus between environmental
degradation and rural poverty’’ (Sietz et al., 2006, p. 132), participants were resented by the fact that this is the main
message communicated about the area.
16
‘’Estudar para ter asas’’. ‘To get wings’ is an expression for migrating.
17
‘’O campo é um lugar de atrasado’’ & ‘’O campo não tem futuro’’.
18
‘’Estudar para ser gente’’.
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The countryside is a place that should be valued



Life on the countryside is simple, but very good



Farmers manage to live together with the drought, instead of fighting it



Nature should be respected, not fought against



The countryside changed a lot in the past twenty years (in a good way)

Within this narrative, the youth is an element of the food sovereignty framework that is referred to
with statements such as:


Children and young adults have important knowledge too, which should be heard and valued



Youth should be treated as persons with ‘agency’19



Youth is interested in family farming



If youth is uninterested in farming, this is mainly because of factors that prohibit them from
being able to participate in agricultural spaces20

The counter-narrative is constructed by first telling the ‘’false’’ narrative, then the ‘’correct’’ one, and
subsequently a (personal) story to emphasize the importance of the overall statement. This is
categorized in Table 121.

19

In Portuguese: ‘’Sujeito social’’.
This statement will be explained in paragraph 3.2.2.
21
Note that the last row of the table is actually not ‘’what people say’’, it is rather ‘’what people feel’’. It was included
because it was often mentioned, and therefore an important element of the counter-narrative.
20
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What people say people say
The countryside is a backward area

Drought is the number one
difficulty in this region

The ‘’truth’’
This might have been the case twenty
years ago, but the countryside changed.
Rural families nowadays can live a
decent live: simple, but independent and
free.
Drought is used as an easy scape goat.
Yes, there are difficulties due to the
drought, but farmers in this area have
learned to live together with the drought
instead of fighting against it.

There are no opportunities in the
region to find a decent job.
Agriculture is too hard work for too
little money, and many times it is
even impossible to make a living
out of agriculture (due to the
drought)
Youth does not want anything and
are especially uninterested in family
farming

With the coming of the water cisterns
(around ten years ago), farmers are well
able to produce, even in periods of
drought. If the whole family contributes,
the workload is shared and therefore not
that hard. Opportunities are there
already. If not, they should be created.
Youth is interested and willing to
continue with farming. However, they
might face problems that prevent them
from doing so.

Young people are not responsible
enough to make decisions
themselves. They need adult
guidance

Every young person has a valuable
story. They need to be able to make
autonomic decisions. If not, they will
definitely leave the countryside to find
freedom in cities.

Youth is ashamed of being a child
of family farmers

This is due to the media, teachers and
other people who say that the
countryside is a dry and backward area
which holds no future.

Stories support the truth statement
Rebeca22 (Pólo) at the yearly balance event of the Pólo: ‘’I told my great-aunt
about my land, and what a good place it is. But she just could not understand this.
She knew agriculture only from the time that large landowners ruled the area. The
time in which you were almost a slave if you worked on the land. A good place?
She just could not relate to that.’’
Daysi (AS-PTA) in a personal conversation at the AS-PTA office: ‘’Ester [one of
the youth leaders] told me how she suffered when she was a child. She would
sometimes get only flour and rapadura for lunch. She also wanted some beans,
some rice… It is very dry where she comes from. But on the other hand: Márcia
lives there too. And she thought: yes, it is very dry here, but what does grow?
Palm! So she switched to animal husbandry. And yet, Solânea [the place where
Ester and Márcia are from] is not yet as dry as the Curimataú region.’’
Guia (sindicalista) at a movienight about female farmers at the university of
Campina Grande: ‘’Today, it is possible to make a decent living out of
agriculture. Look at me, I paint my nails and have pretty hair. We smell nice, and
so do our men. I wouldn’t change the countryside for the prettiest house in the
city [she started crying]’’.
Lucas (AS-PTA) during the last day of the second action research process:
‘’Youth has the right to have internet on the countryside; to have contextualized
education; to have access to public policies; to have their space in participatory
decision making; young women have the same rights as young men; all have the
right to live on a safe countryside; we need to fight for these things to happen, so
that the youth remains on the countryside!’’
Caetano (AS-PTA) at the yearly balance event of the Pólo: ‘’I do not believe in
the story of youth not being interested in agriculture. But I can imagine that the
youth does not like agriculture the way they have to do it now. They have to do
everything on the land the way their parents want them to do this. They cannot
make any decisions of their own. If they want to lay out a vegetable garden, they
are not allowed. They are doing a lot of work, but the money from this work goes
to their parents. This is a very important issue. Youth should be able at least to
buy their own clothes.’’
Isaac (youth participant) at a youth commission meeting: ‘’I was raised with the
idea ‘study and leave’. And you [the youth present] were all raised like this. But
imagine if nobody produces food anymore! It is very important, the work on the
fields. So let us get out of our heads that a son or daughter of a farmer is a [dumb]
donkey.’’

Table 1: Overview of narratives in organizational settings

22

All names of Brazilian research participants and local actors quoted in this thesis were changed so that their identities remain anonymous.
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3.2.2.

Push factors

The ‘’truth’’ narrative implies that if youth is uninterested in farming it is mainly because of factors
that prohibit them from being able to participate in agricultural spaces. These factors were
determined during the various phases of the action research. At the end of the process, seven
categories of push factors were stated.
One: access to resources. Or better: the lack of access. The main challenge for youth is to obtain
land. In large families, the property cannot be divided into pieces for all children. Especially women
face difficulties accessing land, as men are prioritized when the heritage is distributed. In other cases
the land worked by the family belongs to someone else. Consequently the family farmers have less
autonomy to experiment and less incentive to invest (which limits economic production).
Two: participation. As AS-PTA promotes agroecological ways of living, the organisation
believes participating positively influences the youth’s interest in farming. On the contrary, not
participating youth is considered a limiting factor. Youth leaders point at the anxiety of young people
to express themselves in organized meetings. Others mentioned the practical difficulties that hampers
participation: distance of locomotion, time constraints, crime and violence on the countryside, and
the fact that parents do not allow their children to leave the house. Again, cultural ideas about boys
and girls have a large influence: girls are supposed to stay at home for domestic work, while boys are
expected to work outside the house. Finally, some participants brought up the image of AS-PTA and
the sindicatos: it was said that parents do not see the educational value of the organizations. Rather,
the organizations are perceived as a form of leisure for young people. A lack of knowledge about
advantages might prevent youth from participating.
Three: education. During the action research meetings, participants talked abundantly about
the prejudices of primary- and secondary school teachers. They would stimulate students to study to
avoid to become poor farmers (like their parents), but to study to ‘’become someone’’. Likewise,
parents would stimulate youth to study to get out of the agricultural business. This takes place in a
setting of decontextualized education. That means: schools are in cities, not on the countryside; and
textbooks are adapted to urban lifestyles (and therefore are decontextualized). Together with the
attitude of teachers, this was said to deconstruct the rural reality of students and the ecological values
of smallholder farmers.
Four: culture, with which is meant the ideas about youth in Northeast Brazil. The media
presents negative stories about farming and rural life in the region; but also underlines the machismo
culture in which traditional roles of man and women are accented. Another element is the perspective
on youth, whom are considered a nonchalant group, not fully capable of handling responsibilities.
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Therefore, parents would not give their children a piece of land to take care of, for example. At the
same time, family agriculture is not valued by society, contributing to the bad image of farming. All
these cultural traditions and ideas (including, for example, succession and gender roles) are very hard
to change.
Five: public policies. Policies do not sufficiently address issues such as education, health,
violence, leisure, and technologies such as internet connections. This would impede a vibrant
countryside. Existing public policies accessible to youth are unknown, or the rules to apply for them
are unclear.
Six: violence. Often the point discussed longest in every action research meeting, as everybody
has a gripping story about it. The countryside did not use to be violent, until about ten years ago.
There is a hypothesis about migrated youth being a main element of the acceleration of violent crimes
in the last years. The hypothesis assumes that migrants returned from large urban centres with
feelings of failure. As legitimate jobs were unable to achieve, groups of youngsters ended up in favelas,
in touch with crime and drugs. With their return drugs and another mentality (disconnected from the
values of family agriculture and their former rural communities) entered the rural areas of
Borborema. Violence and crime being the result. An observed result of the rural violence is that some
households migrate to the city. Several stories were told as well of families abandoning livestock
breeding, as animals were constantly stolen from their property. Youth then will disconnect from
agriculture. Moreover, people stay inside when the dark sets in (which limits participation
opportunities). Hence the impacts of violence are broad and widely present.
Seven: income generation. Many youth participants stated how important it is for them to be
able to buy their own clothes; to save for a motorbike; and to have a continuous phone subscription.
Youths needs a certain amount of autonomy. And, so the narrative continues, if they are not able to
find this autonomic space within the household, they will try to find it elsewhere. On the countryside
it is difficult to find a job. The drought too makes it hard for young persons to obtain an income from
the land. In addition, jobs in rural cities are often without a carteira assinada, freely translated that
means a ‘signed portfolio’ which describes a legal work position. Jobs in rural cities may also be
dangerous (like working as a cowboy) or illegal (like bricklaying). The conclusion of young people
might then easily be that migration is necessary to find a decent job.
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3.3. How to deal with the push factors: prognostic framing of
the narrative
‘’The narrative is good, but practice is not’’, said one of the syndicate leaders at the balance event of
the Pólo (27-01-2016). This comment was meant to take the action research one step further: instead
of just determining the push factors, the syndicate leader wanted to make an action plan to deal with
the challenges discussed. After this comment the reflection meetings of the action research did not
only focus on the constraints; several opportunities to overcome the push factors were ascertained
on four levels: on the level of the individual (the youth), the family, the community and on the level of
public policies (or government) (see Table 2). These proposed solutions to the problem is what
Benford and Snow (2000) call ‘prognostic framing’.
Push factor
Access to
resources

Youth
Purchase of
transport to
commercialize
products

Family
Brothers and
sisters could join
together to buy
land

Participation

Let youth invite
youth to meetings,
and adapt the
topics of the
meeting to the
youths interests
New emerging
agroecology
courses serve as an
opportunity to stay

Stimulate parents
in the movement
to let their children
join in as well

There are also still
many young
people who
identify
themselves as
farming youth
Those who are able
to access public
policies have an
improvement of
quality of life

Talk with parents
to make them
aware of their
negative
discourses about
farming
–

Women’s march to
change the
machismo culture

–

–

–

Education

Culture

Public
policies

Violence

Talk with parents
to make them
aware of their
negative
discourses about
farming

Community
Establish and
stimulate rotary
animal funds
specifically for
youth
Let youth
participate in the
sindicatos. And find
youth leaders
within the
community.
Get the campanha
to the community
to bring a
contextualized
education on
primary schools

Offer help within
the community to
access public
policies

Public policies
Access to existing
public policies for
water (P1MC and
P1+2) or credit
(PRONAF)
–

Lula stimulated
many rural
education
programmes. More
universities are
now nearby, so no
need to leave to
study
–

There is a need for
a lot more public
policies in health,
education,
security, leisure,
and technology
–
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Income
generation

Scholarships give
the opportunity to
stay on the
countryside. Other
projects show how
income can be
obtained through
agricultural
activities

The family could
work together:
some people
working in
agriculture, others
in the rural cities
to be able to invest
in the family
business

Community
projects, like
community
kitchens, help to
generate income
for certain groups
of people

The family
allowance (started
by Lula) has been
important for rural
families. Likewise,
the support for
family farming
through various
programmes

Table 2: Opportunities to overcome the push factors

3.4. What the youth says in the organizational setting of ASPTA: Juventude e agroecologia, a luta é todo dia!
When young people speak up in organizational settings, they narrate stories that confirm the food
sovereignty framework. Their stories are repetitions of the ‘’false’’ and ‘’true’’ stories described in this
chapter. Often, all three elements of the collective frame narrative of Benford and Snow (2000) are
present in their stories: the diagnostic and prognostic frames (as described above) and the
motivational frame. The latter provides the impetus for participating. A symbol in the form of a slogan
often used to motivate is: [speaker shouting] ‘’Juventude e agroecologia’’ [everybody replying] ‘’A luta
é todo dia!’’ (translated: Youth and agroecologia / the fight continues every day).
Thus stories told by participating youth are acquired through the interaction with the
organisations. This is most clearly observed in events in which new juveniles participate. An example
from a bee keeping workshop. All the participants shortly introduced themselves: their names, where
they come from, and their occupations. ‘’Hello, my name is Gael. I’m from the settlement X in Remígio.
I am a farmer, a beekeeper, and a merchant.’’ Halfway a new girl introduced herself. ‘’Good morning,
my name is Chantal. I come from sítio X in Massaranduba. I am a student.’’ Then, another girl, Maria,
from Massaranduba intervened: ‘’And you are a farmer.’’ Chantal looked somewhat surprised, and
commented to Maria she did not own land and that she was still in school. Maria: ‘’But you take care
of the animals, right? You help your parents to sell products? Then, you are a farmer.’’ Hereafter,
Chantal introduced herself as a farmer in these sorts of meetings. This shows that ‘’narratives do not
mirror but rather construct reality’’ (Paschen and Ison, 2014, p. 1087).
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4. Narratives of youth participants
outside the organizational setting
The food sovereignty narrative as a constructor of social realities ? Or as an accessible
explanation for a more complex situation and the culprit of competing narratives?

‘’Like I told you, Irene, I do not intend to stay. Exactly because of the reason of not having a fixed income.
I intend to leave this place and live my life, not very far from here, but in the city, with a fixed rent.
Because the difficulty is the following, like I told you already too, the ‘why’ I want to leave: difficulties
with location, with infrastructure, even internet. You need to have a chip in case you want to use it,
because I believe wifi does not even reach this place, do you understand?’’23 Isaac (21) studies English
in Campina Grande and is one of the municipal youth leaders: very active at the local syndicate, though
not so often seen at regional activities. I asked him whether he tells this story at the syndicate as well:
‘’No, being honest, I do not talk about this. I do not think I can talk about this. Being frank, I keep this to
myself.’’24

4.1. By that we mean…
Over a third of the youth participants at AS-PTA stated in the individual interviews that they intend
to leave the countryside. Even two out of the five leaders currently in the regional youth commission
told me they were not sure about staying (those who did not were interviewed in an open room in a
local sindicato where many people walked in and out. Therefore, it is possible they might have
followed the AS-PTA narrative more than the others). Interestingly, those who talked about leaving
would still adopt the AS-PTA symbols in their stories. In an abstract way, the narrative was
constructed as following: ‘At AS-PTA I say A, but actually I mean B. However, I still find the work of
the syndicates and AS-PTA very important’ – followed by various symbols. Isaac, for example. He
coincides the organizational narrative with his own by saying: ‘’One day, I think about finding a job in
the city and buy a house on the countryside to relax.’’25 He wants to employ some workers to grow
healthy food by which he means food without agro-toxins (a symbol of ‘’the enemy’’).
23

‘’Como eu digo, Irene, não pretendo ficar. Porque justamente dessa causa de não ter uma renda fixa mesmo. Pretendo
sair daqui e fazer a vida, não fora longe daqui, mas na cidade, com uma renda fixo, né. Porque a dificuldade é o seguinte,
como eu já falei também, o porque que eu quer sair daqui: dificuldades de locomoção, de infraestrutura, até o internet
mesmo – tem que ter no chip no caso, porque acredito que nem o wifi chega aqui no sítio, entendeu?’’
24
‘’Não, sendo sincero, eu não falo. Eu acho que eu não posso falar. Sendo sincero, isso fica mais para mim.’’
25
‘’Um dia, eu penso em encontrar um trabalho na cidade e comprar uma casa no sítio para descansar.’’
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In an interview with an active participant (both at the municipality and regionally) the girl,
Raissa (19), said: ‘’I am planning to move away from here. Anyone here who has the opportunity to leave,
leaves; in search for a better life.’’26 The conversation was somewhat laborious, as Raissa often
answered with very short responses. She was not much of a story teller and answered quite slowly.
At that time, I still had the idea that youth participants were determined to stay on the countryside.
Surprised about her statement to leave, I asked how she acted within the youth commission ‘’where
the youth are strong-willing to continue with family agriculture’’. All of a sudden, her voice turned
fierce: ‘’No, there are others that want the same as me!’’27 To which I responded: ‘’So do you talk about
that in the commission?’’ Raissa returned to her short answers, and just said ‘’no’’. Later on she added:
‘’But I do not intend to drop the countryside. I want to continue helping my family on the fields.’’ In
addition to this story: I met the chair of the municipal commission a couple of weeks after. Did she
know about the fact that Raissa wanted to leave? The chair explained that this was not exactly the
case: Raissa did not want to leave agriculture. She wanted to continue the family’s work on the land,
though with another job in the city as she wanted to earn more money. ‘’No, she definitely did not
want to abandon family agriculture’’, was the response. Again, an attempt to coincide the two
narratives of staying and leaving.
Then, we could think that these are young people with an active though not a primary role in
the movement. However, even the regional youth leaders would waver in their narrative during the
individual interviews. Some more openly then others. Maria’s (18) answer, for example, when I asked
about her future plans: ‘’I try to think about my future. What I am going to do. But I never… I don’t know.
I think that… I have some crazy thoughts. I want to continue in this way. I want to continue to prove that
agriculture has its value. I want to continue saying that I love Paraíba. That I am proud of being from
the Northeast, of being Paraíbana. To have this beautiful marvellous accent. But… I do not know if I will
be here.’’28 The ‘’crazy’’ thoughts she mentions later are to have her own atelier; become a
mathematics teacher or study social sciences; or maybe become a Christian missionary. ‘’But wherever
I go, I will take my farmer’s identity with me.’’
A less obvious response came from Ester (21) who, like Maria, participates in the regional
youth commission. Ester would not directly answer my questions about her future plans, a topic I
tried to bring up several times. She would talk about youth in general, and come up with the NGO’s
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‘’Eu pretendo sair. Qualquer pessoa que tem a oportunidade de sair, sai. Procurando uma vida melhor.’’
‘’Não, tem outros que também querem, né.’’
28
‘’Eu tento pensar no meu futuro. O que eu vou fazer. Mas eu nunca... sei lá. Eu acho que... tenho alguns pensamentos
que estão loucos. Eu quero continuar nesse meio. Quero continuar provar que a agricultura tem o seu valor. Quero
continuar dizendo que minha Paraíba que eu amo. Tenho orgulho de ser Nordestina, de ser Paraíbana. De ter essa sotaque
linda maravilhosa. Mas... não sei se eu vou estar aqui.’’
27
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narrative: I intend to become a doctor, haha. And always continue, stay active in the youth commission.
That we may be able to participate in every community. To bring the public policies that people do not
know to the countryside. To improve the situation for the youth in the region, so that they do not want
to leave anymore. Who knows, when the youth does not quit his studies any longer, they might be able to
find a job here in the region. I want the organization to be more organized, even more than we are
already. That the youth may discover their reality, every day.29 Ester does not say she wants to continue
with family farming. She does want to stay active in the youth commission, but preferably with a job
in the health care sector. In that way, she seems to have adopted her parents view, as she commented:
‘’Because they [parents] put it like this ‘you will study, but in case it does not work out you will know how
to be a farmer and you will not die of hunger because you will know how to cultivate, to grow, and to
harvest’’30. And later in the interview: ‘’They [parents] said ‘you will study to be able to receive a salary
and acquire a living. But they never stopped saying ‘you are a farmer’. No. Even though I in particular
never… I was like this ‘oh, look at that old women in the fields with a spade in her hand!’ [disparaging
tone]. I even commented this to my parents. And they understood, because they know how difficult it is
to be a farmer. Then I said ‘I am not a farmer’. Nowadays I am not crazy to go to the fields, but I go.
Today I am more happy than I was before.’’31 Note too that in her first quote, Ester states that young
people in the future might be able to find a job in the region (if they finish their education). That too
implies a small shift in discourse, as most people of AS-PTA focus on fulltime farmers rather than
farming as a side-activity.
To summarize, in the previous chapter I concluded that in an organizational setting the
narratives construct the social realities rather than mirror them. This paragraph shows how
narratives are compromised outside these organizational settings. The stories told become a mix of
constructed narratives and reflections of social realities.
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‘’Eu pretendo ser médico, haha. E sempre continuar, ficar na comissão de juventude. Que podemos conseguir participar
em todos os sítios. As politicas publicas, que as pessoas não conhecem, traz essas para todos os sítios. Melhorar a situação
para os jovens aqui, para eles não querem mais sair. Quem sabe, quando os jovens não acabam mais os estudos, eles
podem encontrar um trabalho aqui na região. Quero para a organização ser mais organizada, mais que já é. Que os jovens
possam chegar na sua realidade todos os dias.’’
30
‘’Porque eles diziam assim: vocês vão estudar, mas no caso que não dar certo, vocês sabem como ser agricultores e não
vão morrer de fome. Sabem de cultivar, de plantar. De colher.’’
31
‘’Eles dizerem: ‘voce vai estudar para poder um salário e conseguir viver. Mas ele nunca deixaram dizer que você é
agricultora. Não. Embora que eu particularmente, nunca... eu estava assim ‘oh, olha essa velinha no roçado com uma
espada na mão’. Até que comentou à eles, né. E eles me entendiam, porque entendiam a dificuldade de ser agricultora. Aí,
eu disse ‘não sou agricultor.’ Hoje eu não estou louca de ir para o roçado, mas eu vou. Hoje fico mais feliz do que antes.’’
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4.2. Second-order circulation of symbols: talking in informal
settings about the NGO activities
Secondary-order circulation of symbols as explained by Collins (2004):
‘’We are concerned too with tracing the secondary circulation of symbols. Who uses these
emblems (including their verbal representations and other emblems-of-emblems) for other
interactional situations beyond the actual gathering of the group of ritual participants? What
are the range of situations in which these symbols circulate? Do they become topics for rounds
of conversation with acquaintances; for injection into other public ceremonial; for debate with
opponents of those ritual practices? We have, in short, a primary realm of living rituals and
the symbols that they charge with significance; and a secondary realm where those symbols
become circulated in the interaction rituals that make up the surrounding social networks,
whether taken as positive or negative emblems, or just treated reflexively as items of news,
gossip, reputation’’ (pp. 98-99).
With respect to youth participants, I had to find out whether they talked about the AS-PTA discourse
in other interactional situations beyond the events of the organization, in order to be able to analyse
the second-order circulation of symbols. I asked myself two questions. One, in which situations do
young people talk about food sovereignty symbols? And two, what are the symbols that circulate?
From the analysis of the fieldnotes it becomes clear that youth participants mainly discuss
food sovereignty symbols amongst each other, mostly in situations right after a particular event:
during the sleepovers on multiple-day events or when driving home. Food sovereignty symbols would
also come forth when talking about nature in informal settings (on the street, in a bar, at homes, or
while actually being in nature). I participated in a hiking trip with a youth leader and a youth
participant. We climbed the second highest mountain of Paraíba and their stories about the
importance of nature, their childhoods, the history of subsistence farming (how women would carry
water buckets over these kinds of hills to carry water to their homes or to wash clothes), and how
important it is ‘’to fight for all the beauty there is in the region’’ did not stop (except for the moments
they were out of breath).
When talking about the AS-PTA discourses, which symbols were circulating? First there were
many positive stories about agriculture, both about the past and present. Once a girl told me and
another girl a story about her childhood on the countryside. She told us about the close relationship
she had with her eleven siblings. As they lived quite remote from others, the brothers and sisters had
mostly each other and the farm animals to play with. As their house at the time was still very small,
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all eleven would sleep in one room. Several hammocks were attached in two layers, comparable to
bunkbeds in which one person lies above the other. ‘’It was a fight every day to make sure you would
be in one of the hammocks on the top layer’’, the girl explained. ‘’Because, as you can imagine, children
sometimes pee in their beds, and when in a hammock, it would wet the person below’’. She laughed
hearty about her own story. Then she added how things changed after her family received the bolsa
família, a public policy introduced by president Lula in 2003 which gives poor families a monthly
stipend per child in school. Nowadays, about half of the siblings is (or has been) involved in an
agricultural related study.
Then there were stories about the machismo in the area. Machismo is a topic that has been
address by AS-PTA for several years now. Girls sometimes complain about their brothers, parents or
boyfriends. In a group of girls, at a night after an AS-PTA event, a girl explained: ‘’At this event, I can
wear what I like. But at home, I cannot, because my brothers will criticize me all day. For example, this
short I am wearing now. It’s not that short. But at home, I am not allowed to wear it.’’ (As a Dutch
researcher, I found the short incredibly short actually, but the other girls agreed that it was not). At
first sight, stories of this kind might not seem related to agriculture. Though when realizing that family
agriculture is a work done by the family altogether, it is important that girls feel a certain degree of
autonomy and respect in order for them to stay.
Besides the positive image of agriculture as well as negative stories of machismo, there is one
topic that was discussed regularly by youth leaders amongst each other. In essence, it was about the
importance of the work: ‘’We cannot change the whole world, but at least we can try to change our own
social realities. I also don’t like to just sit at home and watch TV. This way, I spend my time in a more
useful way.’’ Indirectly, they reaffirmed the importance to attempt to stop the rural exodus; and the
value of the youth projects in which they participated. This an interesting observation in combination
with what I have shown as an outcome of the individual interviews: namely that about half of these
leaders do not state they certainly want to stay on the countryside.
Though in most situational interactions outside the NGO setting, the youth was talking about
music, their families, personal frustrations, or parties coming up (regular things I suppose). Mostly,
they were joking and laughing a lot amongst each other. Even when trying to convince their peers to
participate in a certain AS-PTA event, their main argument would be that it would be fun, and not a
story including serval symbols. This, together with the comment of the youth leaders above (that they
prefer doing something instead of sitting at home and watch TV), sometimes gave me the feeling that
the youth commissions are also a way of leisure and spending time with peers.
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Thus symbols do circulate in social networks of young persons (especially positive stories
about agriculture, and negative stories about machismo), though these do not seem to be the main
reason to participate for some. This might explain why a part of the youth participants aspires to leave
the countryside: the movement for them is a way of leisure, spending time with friends, and possibly
seeking financial opportunities (such as entry passes to agroecology scholarship courses in the region
via AS-PTA). This is not a bad thing: the main messages of AS-PTA are still recirculated and spread,
consequently influencing the narratives between people and ultimately their perceptions (of themes
AS-PTA works with, such as gender and diversity, environmental degradation, and valorisation of
farmers and agriculture).

4.3. ‘’Third’’-order circulation of symbols: writing about
agriculture
We have seen that symbols are created and recirculated in the first- and second-order in intense
interaction rituals. ‘’Thinking [the third-order] is yet another loop, now into imaginary internal
conversations, which are themselves interaction rituals taking place in the mind’’ (Collins, 2004, p.
183). A visualisation on the topic:
‘’Perform a gestalt switch: instead of starting with the individual engaged in thinking, start
with the overall distribution of symbols among a population of people. Visualize what the
pattern would look like if you could see it from the air, through a time-lapse photography in
which symbols were marked in colors, so that we could trace where they flow, and follow their
Emotional energy levels as intensities of brightness. We would see symbols circulating as
streaks of light, from person to person, and then – our camera zooming in for a close-up –
flowing in chains within a particular person’s mind.’’ Collins (2004, p. 183)
Within this research the attempt to study the third-circulation of symbols was considered a crucial
step to gain insights in rural youth’s decisions. Under what social conditions of rural youth does
thinking take one form rather than other? In other words: ‘’In what situation will a particular
individual think a particular thought, and what form will that thought take?’’ (Collins, 2004, p. 189).
Collins (2004) lists four methods for getting inside other people’s head (‘’and back outside’’) (p. 184).
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In this thesis introspection was chosen within the methodology32, by use of 73 letters written by rural
youth.
I like Collins’ time-lapse visualization, a metaphor to understand how stories and the symbols
within are being spread through social networks. However, with this research method I failed to
‘’zoom in’’ on the chains within the minds of rural youth: capturing the introspective part of Collins’
(2004) theory did not work out as planned. The letters do not actually represent the thinking of the
individual. How come? The main clue was the many references to symbols created by AS-PTA. A few
examples (symbols are underlined):


‘’With the result of my work, I buy what I need to dress, to wear, to travel, to not be asking
anything to anyone [autonomy], finally I go to parties, and much more.’’ (Marilia,
Solânea)33



The result of my work is happiness and hope, and health because I am moving, and food
security for my family and also an income. (Sandra Alice, Lagoa Seca)34



‘’I found out I was a farmer when I participated in a meeting. There, we talked about how
we helped our parents when we water plants. Helping already is farming.’’ (Ana Joaqinha,
Massaranduba)35



‘’Living in agriculture is the greatest richness in the world.’’ (Mariza, Casserengue)36



‘’And I am very happy to be contributing to a healthier and more admirable life.’’ (Luciana,
Aninguas)37



‘’We know the value of our sweat and of a food without agro-toxins’’ (Gabriel,
Massaranduba)38



‘’Don’t stop dreaming and don’t be ashamed to say and to show your origins, as it is part
of your history. The youth is the ultimate seed that needs to be cared for and cultivated
with love, like a real farmer is to his plants and seeds.’’ (Anderson, Massaranduba)
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The other methods to study the third-order circulation of symbols according to Collins (2004) are: 1) to catch thought on
the way in, during the process of internalization (e.g., when one admiringly repeats something aloud); 2) through internal
thinking on its way to externalization (e.g. response cries such as exclamations, grunts, sounds of effort or pain, as well as
mutterings to oneself in verbal form); and 3) accessing intellectual thoughts (e.g. in publications).
33
‘’Com o resultado do meu trabalho eu compro o que eu preciso para vestir, calçar, ir uma viagem, pra não dar estar
pedindo a ninguém, vou pra festas enfim, e muito mais.’’
34
‘’O resultado de todo o meu trabalho me dá felicidade e esperança, saúde porque estou sempre me movimentando, além
de uma segurança alimentar da minha família e também me dá uma renda.’’
35
‘’Eu me descobri agricultora quando eu participei de uma reunião. Lá conversamos como nós ajudávamos nossos pais e
que quando estamos aguando uma plantinha já ajudando é fazer agricultura...’’
36
‘’Viver na agricultura é a maior riqueza do mundo.’’
37
‘’E me sinto muito feliz por estar contribuindo para uma vida mais saudável e admirável.’’
38
‘’ A gente sabe o valor do nosso suor e uma comida sem agrotóxico.’’
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Thus, the letters became a secondary circulation of symbols rather than presenting the third order.
Then the result of this chapter is an analysis of three different ways to study the second-order
circulation of symbols: through interviews, participatory observation and letters. Yet the outcomes of
each method are different. In the letters, the food sovereignty symbols are affirmed. In interactional
conversations (observed via observations) some symbols are recirculated: mainly to talk about the
positive image of farming and rural life or about personal frustrations on machismo (for girls).
Though when asking more in-depth questions in interviews, the narrative not always upholds
completely and narratives become a mix of constructed stories and a reflection of social realities.
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5. Youth outside the food
sovereignty movement
Completing the picture: the entire web of beliefs

‘’A narrative is dominant when it conceals that other practices also exist and when it involves a set of
rules which function as norms (…)’’ (Jansen, 1998, p. 178). As shown in chapter three, the people
involved with the work of AS-PTA and the syndicates are aware of other practices, stories, and
symbols in place. The fact that other stories are not concealed, but used as a representation of ‘’the
enemy’’ tells us that other narratives exist. I wanted to study these other narratives in place as well.
The previous chapter already showed adapted narratives of the youth participants: outside of the
organizational setting, many youngsters adopt a narrative that combines organizational symbols with
their own symbols of social reality. This chapter reviews the stories told by non-participating youth.
With this chapter, I hope to be able to construct the ‘’entire web of beliefs’’ present in the Borborema
region amongst youth and AS-PTA (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981, in: Paschen & Ison, 2014, p. 1087).

5.1. Main narratives: the beauty of the countryside
With main narratives, I mean the elements in the stories that were mentioned most often by focus
groups. I asked questions to non-participating youth about their perceptions of the countryside, their
childhood and their residence. Almost all responded positively, like Guimar (24): ‘’It’s good for me.
There is silence here. The calmness. At night, you sleep peacefully. In the cities, there is a lot of noise.
People talk. The countryside is good: nice, quiet, little noise.’’39 And Karina (27), who moved with her
husband and child from the countryside to the city: ‘’So my childhood was good. Eh… different from the
city, haha. It still feels a bit unfamiliar to me, to live in the city. On the countryside there is this freedom
all around: to play, to have more fun. But in the city streets no, there are cars. And nowadays there are
many assaults.’’40
Karina works in Campina Grande and lives in a rural city nearby. Others who still live on the
countryside spoke about leaving too. Like Iago (22) who already worked in Rio de Janeiro for a while,
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Irene: ‘’Como é viver no campo? Gazin: ‘’Para mim é bom. Aqui tem o silencio. A calma. À noite, você dorme tranquilo. Na
rua é muito barulho. A gente fala. O sítio é bom: bom, tranquilo, pouco barulho.’’
40
‘’Aí, minha infância foi boa. Eh... diferente da rua, haha. Me estranho um pouco... ainda. No sitio tem tudo aquela
liberdade: de brincar, de se divertir mais. Na rua não, na rua tem carro. Hoje em dia tá sendo muito assalto.’’
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but who is currently working as a farmer in the municipality of Solânea. He is a father of two children,
and his dreams for the future are to buy a motor, a car, and to suffer less.
I: How are you going to realize your future plans?
Iago: Working.
I: What kind of work?
Iago: Of the land. But if an opportunity comes, whatever appears, a man has to live.
I: So if a job in the city appears…
Iago: I’ll go. I will have to go. Alone.
So even though Iago talks positively about the countryside (which he says is a comfortable place close
to his family, and where everything is income41), he talks about leaving. Though he also states that life
on the countryside is a sorrow, ‘’yet it is a little better than life in the city.’’42 Iago lives in the same
community as Nelson (19), who was planning to leave to São Paulo at the time of the interview. Nelson
consents with the narrative that you have to buy everything in the city, as opposed to the countryside
where most things are freely available.
Nelson: ‘’They say it is kind of difficult.’’
I: ‘’What is difficult?’’
Nelson: ‘’Everything there is expensive.’’
I heard this narrative many times, of people in all the categories of interviewees and at AS-PTA.
Guimar, for example: ‘’It is easier to buy things in the city, right? But there, everything you want, you
must buy. Here it is easier to access water, or things… I don’t know. If you want a vegetable, you can go
over there and harvest it. There are more friends here. No one speaks to anyone in the city. It is on the
countryside where you make friends more easily.’’43
In sum: the main narrative of the non-participants is a positive story about the countryside,
which was said to be a better place to live in comparison to cities. The countryside is described with
words like: freedom, calmness, and friendliness. Whereas cities are described as: expensive, noisy,

41

‘’Everything is income’’ is an expression used in the area to say that many things on the countryside can be used to obtain
money. For example: all the animals raised and crops grown can be sold.
42
‘’É melhor. Um pouco, mas é.’’
43
‘’Lá tem mais facilidade de comprar as coisas, né. Mas lá, tudo que você querer, tem que comprar. Aqui é mais fácil ter
agua, ou coisas... não sei, quer uma verdura – você pode ir alí e colher. Aqui tem mais amigos. Na cidade fala ninguém
para ninguém. Onde você faz amizade mais facilmente é o campo.’’
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and places where you have to work very hard all the time. However, part of the main narrative is also
that many of these young people intend to leave.

5.2. Beauty, but ‘plantando tudo dá?’
If people have a positive attitude towards the countryside, yet still intend to leave, then what are their
motivations? I found two related explanations: the climatic circumstances that make it hard to farm,
and a lack of job opportunities in the region.
The famous Brazilian expression ‘plantando tudo dá’ (‘everything that is planted, grows’) was
said to be false. An example from my conversation with Karina, who spoke vividly about all the
cultivars they would grow on their land when she was young, and how her family sustained
themselves through family agriculture. I asked her if this would still be possible today, to which her
response was ‘no’: ‘’The climate, nowadays it is too hot to grow.’’44 Maciel (19) also mentioned the
drought, even though his family is able to live with his family out of agriculture45.
I: ‘’Do you think there are difficulties for you to stay on the countryside?’’
M: ‘’There are, but we stay.’’
I: ‘’What are those difficulties?’’
M: ‘’Because of the drought.’’
For many, the drought and the fact they are planning to leave goes hand in hand with the fact
that there are said to be few job opportunities in the area. As family agriculture is often understood
in terms of diversity and pluriactivity – much wider than agricultural activities in the strict sense –
(Schneider & Niederle, 2010), local job availability is of vital importance.
Jõao Paulo: ‘’What would you need for your life to improve? And also to stay, and not
having to go to another place?’’
Guimar: ‘’To be able to find a job more easily. There are more jobs needed, for people to be
able to obtain the things they need. This is very difficult here. It used to be easier to get an
income, but I don’t know… Now, there are more difficulties in everything. It would be nice
to if finding a job was easier, some job that you like. To buy a car, I don’t know, to buy
something that makes it easier to get around.’’46

44

‘’O clima. Hoje em dia está muita quente. Hoje em dia não dá mais.’’
Note that Maciel says his family owns 40 hectares of land, which is an exceptional position in the region.
46
‘’A facilidade mais de emprego, né? Mais emprego, que as pessoas conseguir as coisas. Isso é muito difícil aqui. Era mais
fácil conseguir uma renda, sei lá. Agora tem mais dificuldades de tudo. Seria bom ter mais facilidade de procurar um
emprego, algo que você gosta. De comprar um carro, sei lá, algo para fazer o movimento melhor.’’
45
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From several interviews, it also showed that jobs in rural areas are without official status. Babysitting
services and bricklaying were reported to be jobs without a signed portfolio47. Nelson, currently
planning to migrate to São Paulo put it like this: ‘’Here, you are more free. In the city, you are stuck.
But there, life is better. There are jobs with a signed portfolio and you earn more. Here, it’s not like
that, the work is a kind of illegal48. (…) I don’t want to leave my mother alone, but... I have to go.’’
Nelson will be the last out of nine children to leave Paraíba. Nelson: ‘’All [youth in the community] go.
It is very difficult to stay here’’49. Thus two structural factors (the climate and a lack of job
opportunities) are said to be the main reasons amongst non-participants to intend to migrate.

5.3. Is their narrative different from participating youth?
The main narrative is very similar to the adapted narrative of participating youth, as described in
chapter 4. It is valuable to analyse the differences and similarities in the stories told by participating
and non-participating youth, as this gives insights into the effects of the NGO programmes. More
broadly, it gives clues about the effectiveness of interventions; and ‘’without a proper understanding
of why people do what they do – and do not do – at a given point in time, it will be impossible to
contribute to change effectively’’ (Leeuwis, 2004, p. 61).

5.3.1.

Differences in their stories: about zebras and giraffes

Major differences in responses were found when I asked about schooling. At AS-PTA, people talk a lot
about the importance of education and the malpractices ‘’preventing’’ youth to stay on the
countryside. These malpractices are: decontextualized education, prejudices towards students from
the countryside, and teaching that farming cannot be considered a profession. In each interview, I
tried to talk about education, asking questions such as: ‘Do you feel different from students from the
city?’ ‘Do you feel different because you are from the countryside?’ ‘Did you experience prejudice from
your teachers?’ And ‘did they teach you anything about agriculture at school?’ In general, the replies
varied considerably, see Table 3 (next page).
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As explained in Chapter 3.2.2, a signed portfolio describes a legal work position (as opposed to undeclared work).
‘’Aqui você está mais livre. Na cidade, fica mais presa. Lá é melhor a vida. Trabalha fechada e ganha mais. Aqui não, é
meio ilegal.’’
49
‘’Todos eles vai. É muito difícil ficar aqui.’’
48
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Non-participants
Lea (16): ‘’No, being from the countryside
is not something you should be ashamed
of!’’50

Participants
Sira (16): ‘’I remember my first class in the city. Many
students presented themselves like ‘I’m from
Massaranduba’, end of the speech. Not me, I said ‘I’m
from the municipality of Massaranduba, community of
Aningas’. Later on I found out that many of them were
from the countryside, but that they had been too
ashamed of saying this in class.’’
Nelson (19) NP: ‘’I feel the same as Giselda (20): ‘’Teachers do not give value to farming.
anybody else.’’51
Because actually, our books they are not made in our
regions. They are books that come from a region
completely different, and so we try to learn and value
what we do not experience.’’
Jacira (19): ‘’Children enjoy their
Sira (16): ‘’No, we learn about giraffes, zebras and
childhood in the same way. There is no
penguins. Not about goats nor chickens.’’53
52
difference, no.’’
Table 3: differences in responses between participants and non-participants

For youth participants, the topic education triggered talking about the malpractices discussed at ASPTA, which were not mentioned by non-participants. This means that AS-PTA is able to influence the
first- and second-order circulation of symbols amongst their participants.

5.3.2.

Similarities: too much violence and too few opportunities

Identified by AS-PTA as one of the main factors pushing people out of agriculture, the violence in the
region was indeed mentioned by almost all interviewees. Both participants and non-participants
would also talk about it in informal settings. For three weeks, I tally marked all the days on which I
happened to hear people talking about violence: the score was 16 out of 21 days. Obviously, a random
score, but it does show that stories about violence circulate regularly. For youth, there are two types
of violence that drive them away from agriculture. One is reported by girls who escaped their families
because of domestic violence. I interviewed two of these girls, who were both living in the city at the
time of the interview. One left her house on the countryside because of her husband, the other because
of her father. The latter is Cristina (21):

50

‘’Não é uma coisa de ter vergonha, de ser do sítio.’’
‘’Me sinto igual de qualquer uma.’’
52
‘’A gente curta a infancia de mesmo jeito. Não tem uma diferença não.’’
53
‘’Não, a gente aprende sobre girafa, zebra e pinguinho. Não sobre a cabra nem a galinha.’’
51
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I: Why did you move to the city?
Cristina: Do you want to know why? … My father… I don’t like talking of the reasons very
much, because… How do I say this… [she started crying]. So, ok, I got scared of him and
left the house to find a job. Actually, he expulsed me from the house. He drank a lot of
cachassa, and everything had to go his way. He never took care of us. The issue is, he never
worked to sustain us. So we had to manage, from a very young age. Because my mother also
wasn’t in the condition to sustain all four children.’’
Cristina worked on the lands of others (and did many other jobs) to help her mother financially.
Nowadays, besides working, she got a scholarship to study agroecology. She chose this course because
she already had a lot of experience working in agriculture. It is likely for her to return to the
countryside, she said. Though her three sisters left because of the domestic violence. This is one face
of violence in the region. The second is criminal violence on the countryside. One day, I went to work
on an action research report at a local syndicate (with one of the youth participants). When I entered
the building, a girl (18) was sitting on the couch. I recognized her from earlier activities and asked
how she was doing. She commented her and her mother’s phone got stolen the day before, in bright
daylight, when they returned from the agricultural market. Two guys on a motorbike pulled their guns
and told them to hand in their phones. She felt lucky that they had left them alone afterwards, as
everybody in the region knows people who have been robbed in more aggressive ways. Incidents like
this lead to migrations of whole families from the countryside to the city. Like Karina (Paragraph 5.1):
three days after her father’s market money was robbed from his house, they tried to break into her
house as well. Karina: ‘’We got very scared. Only the two of us lived in that house, me and my husband.
We moved because of the fear of the violence.’’ She admitted there are many violent incidences in the
city too: ‘’But on the countryside there is no way I can cry for help.’’54
Other than violence, the lack of opportunities was also mentioned by both youth participants
and non-participants. For the latter, this has already been outlined in paragraph 5.2. Regarding youth
participants, the comments on the lack of opportunities was usually commented upon with the use of
many food sovereignty symbols (unsurprisingly, considering the findings of chapter 4). An example
of a comment on opportunities by one of the youth leaders, Giselda:
‘’I believe there are many young people [that would like to stay on the countryside]. But I
also believe in the opportunities that appear in life. There are many young people who do not
discover the thoughts we [in the social movement] have. Many times, what people have is not
valued within our own houses. Because even the parents do not value it. So it is a matter of
opportunities as well. But I still believe there are many that want to stay.’’

54

‘’Não tem como pedir socorro no sítio.’’
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In sum, the narratives between participants and non-participants are quite similar. This finding is
supported by the fact that two popular conversational topics (opportunities and violence) were
mentioned by both groups.

5.4. How to explain the similarities in narratives of participants
and non-participants?
Now what do these findings tell us about the effectiveness of the NGO? Narratives between nonparticipants and participants do not differ much: they only did so with regard to the topic of
education. Two hypothesis can be drawn from this: or the NGO does not have much impact, as there
is no significant difference between narratives of non-participants and participants; or the NGO does
have much impact, as their narratives and symbols reach even those who do not participate (through
the second-order circulation via social interactions). As the Borborema region is relatively small and
consists of typical small rural communities (in which everybody knows each other), I hypothesize the
latter option. This aligns with Collins’ (2004) theory, as he stated that symbols are created and then
recirculated through conversations and interactions.
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6. Discussion and conclusions
There is no such thing as a clear pathway

‘’Persons move through one pathway or another in the social networks that make up human lives.’’
(Randall Collins)

6.1. A reflection on research methodologies
Few academic studies focussed on the Semiarid region in Brazil with regard to youth migration, even
though the region is historically known for its rural out-migration (Sietz, 2014). The most recent
studies (of Brumer, 200855 and Kummer and Colognese, 2013) focussed on macro structures.
Structural approaches reveal underlying causes of decisions or actions, though they lack a full
explanation as the goals of these decisions ‘’are often unclear and their execution is always vulnerable
to unexpected diversions’’ (Sayer, 2010, p. 97). Migration decisions vary across individuals and
households at particular points in time (Ellis, 2000). In more general terms: ‘’Causal powers and
liabilities may thus be attributed to objects independently of any particular pattern of events; that is, not
only when ‘C’ leads to ‘E’, but also sometimes when ‘C’ does not lead to ‘E’’’ (Sayer, 2010, p. 105). The
fact that a structural element may be present does not mean that individuals make the same decisions
accordingly, and therefore additional micro studies with a different research design are needed as a
complimentary.
It turned out, however, that the design of a research methodology that captures these
complexities is very challenging. I used an interactional approach based on Collins’ (2004) theory,
focussing on the interactions between young people and their environment, as well as the symbols
that circulate in their lives. Collins (2004) determines three ways that symbols circulate. In the firstorder, symbols are created. In the second-order, they circulate in interactions amongst people. The
third-order level is what people do with these symbols when they are alone: how they think about
them, as a sort of internal conversations. As the NGO AS-PTA is strongly present in the Borborema
region, their symbols and narratives were perceived the first-order circulation of symbols. Through
interviews and participatory observation, secondary-circulations of symbols were analysed. The
analysis of the third-order circulation was flawed, as the intended research method – the analysis of
letters – turned out to be too heavily influenced by the NGO. With more efficient research planning
55

Brumer (2008) rather focusses on migrants in general, but does touches upon young migrants (with a focus on gender
studies).
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(or more time for field research), it may be possible to include the third level circulation of symbols
into the research design successfully. For example, by asking young people to keep (video) diaries, as
Leyshon (2008) did with rural youth in England. I deliberately wrote ‘it may be possible’: a great deal
of philosophical ink has been used to write about whether introspection truly exists or not, or
whether it is possible to study it (Pasin & Teres, 2008; Spener, 2013). For example, how do young
people know what they intend? And ‘’to what extent must the subject believe he will succeed in order
to count as intending a given outcome, rather than merely desiring it or hoping for it?’’ (Paul, 2011, p.
329). Although there are methodological and philosophical challenges, I agree with Spener (2013)
that studying introspection ‘’can deliver ample and scientifically respectable data for investigating the
conscious mind’’ (p. 1188).
Then there is also the issue of the influence of the researcher and the fact that ‘’all claims to
knowledge are shaped by interests’’ (Bradbury-Huang, 2010, p. 95). During this thesis, I was inspired
by action research literature. ‘’Action researchers see our work as providing models for increasing the
relevance of conventional social research to wider society. What makes our work fundamental to the
revitalization of social research more generally lies in its orientation towards taking action, its
reflexivity, the significance of its impacts and that it evolves from partnerships and participation’’
(Bradbury-Huang, 2010, p. 98). This implies that the research cannot be value neutral. Though this
does not mean that I did not intend to be critical. An example of this is that I did not simply take over
the philosophy of AS-PTA and the premises of the food sovereignty framework. Furthermore, the
quality of the data lies in the transparency about the choices made.

6.2. Push and pull: the results compared to the literature
Figure 1 presents the push and pull factors explaining rural out-migration. As the publications
analysed to compose the figure covered a wide geographical variation, all explaining factors found in
our action research study were also mentioned in the publications. Though not all factors found in
the analysis were also seen in Northeast Brazil. The most remarkable difference regarding push
factors is shame as a reason for youth to abandon agriculture. We did not interview anybody with
negative perceptions of farmers, or who commented upon the low societal status of farmers. On the
contrary, many youngsters stated they were proud of their rural origins (a rarity in other
publications). In terms of pull factors, the main difference lies in the terms ‘adventure’ and ‘freedom’.
These were not mentioned by rural youth in the Borborema region. Most youngsters interviewed
commented that they heard stories about the workload and pressure in cities: that people have to
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work seven days a week, that there is no free time for leisure activities, and that people in the cities
are very distant and do not know each other. This image is formed through interactions with others:
family members or friends that have migrated, or through people who know somebody in the city.
Thus: through narratives.
I talked to youngsters that aspire to leave as well as those that aspire to stay. Especially African
literature classifies those who stay as opting for ‘’a last resort’’ (Tadele & Gella, 2012). This clearly is
not the case in the Borborema region. As we have seen, the main differences between the publications
analysed and this study lie in the image of farming and rural life and the perception of cities as being
places where one can find adventure and freedom. Thus the preferred option is to either find a job in
the rural region of Borborema or to be able to make a living through farming; in fact, migrating to
cities as Rio de Janeiro or São Paulo is often seen as a last resort.

6.3. Answers to the hypotheses
This research was designed to find the answer to three hypotheses:
1. AS-PTA with its food sovereignty paradigm is capable of influencing the narratives of the
youth;
2. The young people who are more involved with the work of AS-PTA are more determined to
stay on the countryside;
3. Motives to migrate are strongly related to negative perceptions of agriculture and the
countryside.
Hypothesis one is partly true. Chapter 3 and 4 show how AS-PTA construct its narrative and how the
participating youth pass on the symbols of this narrative. This was illustrated through the letters and
interviews, in which participating youth used words and concepts which were not mentioned by nonparticipants (for instance: cultivate with love; agriculture is richness). Remarkable however, is that
the same participants – in individual interviews – would sometimes adapt the NGO’s narrative. In an
organizational setting, they complied with the NGO’s narrative, whereas they would edit the
organizational symbols when talking in more private settings. One of the examples was of Raissa (19)
who said: ‘’I am planning to move away from here. Anyone here who has the opportunity to leave, leaves;
in search for a better life.’’ And later: ‘’But I do not intend to drop the countryside. I want to continue
helping my family on the fields.’’ This was her way to mix the constructed narrative with her
contrasting future aspirations. Thus AS-PTA is able to influence the narratives of the youth, though
when the narratives conflicts with their social realities, the narratives and symbols are changed in
such a way that they can mutually exist within the food sovereignty framework of AS-PTA.
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In keeping with this theme, the answer to hypothesis two is false: young people who are more
involved with the work of AS-PTA are not more determined to stay on the countryside. Even some of
the youth leaders, who visit the NGO on a regular basis and are part of their decision-making
processes, were not clear in their answer to the question whether they intended to stay. The
percentage of youth planning to discontinue agricultural work was the same among participants and
non-participants. Although the numbers of interviews are not statistically representative, this
hypothesis can be answered with good evidence as it is supported by participatory observations and
informal conversations in the field.
Finally, none of the participants spoke negatively about the countryside. Rural areas are
perceived as a better place to live than the cities. Rural areas were associated with calmness,
friendliness and beauty, whereas cities were said to be chaotic, grey and stressful. With regard to
agriculture, interviewees are about equally divided: there is a group who stresses the fact that
agriculture is hard work for little money, and a group stating that agriculture is something nice to do.
In the latter group, most associated working as a child on the fields with playing games (‘who could
plant a row of beans fastest?’); and nowadays with a good feeling because of working together with
many people (family, friends, or the community). In the former group, people would often add that
urban jobs are tough jobs, though with better more stable incomes; and therefore preferred. Negative
perceptions – such as shame, the idea that farming is dirty work, or the attitude that migration adds
to a higher status – were not found. Thus, the third hypothesis is rejected.

6.4. How do narratives influence the decision of rural youth to
stay or to leave the countryside?
This research does not provide the means to answer the main question in full, which brings me to a
critique of Collins’ (2004) theory. Thereafter, I will shortly comment upon the strengths of the theory
which provides some insights into the main question.
Narratives have been defined as storied ways of knowing, emerging in social contexts through
interactions (Paschen & Ison, 2014). Narratives are perceived as such, because reality is socially
constructed: often through narratives based on experiences and stories (de Fina & Johnstone, 2015).
Collins (2004) fits narratives into his larger theoretical framework of interaction ritual chains (see
Figure 3). He seems to think of narratives as spoken words in which symbols are created and
recirculated. Some problems come forth regarding the framework while working with Collins’ (2004)
theory. Symbols are not simply created and recirculated (or not), they are also adapted and changed
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based on the situation in which an individual finds himself: ‘’Views are designed and redesigned to fit
a certain functional context, and it is for this reason that they show considerable variation across
different interactional situations’’ (te Molder, 2009, p. 314). I am of the opinion that Collins (2004) did
not sufficiently include the concepts of power and discourse in large group assemblies in his
theoretical framework 56. This could be because he does define narratives. In the definition I used,
narrative analysis includes social contexts. We could thus say that narrative includes discourse in the
sense of context surrounding which influences what is being said and how. This concept of discourse57
is especially relevant in the first order creation of symbols, taking place in organized group meetings
(with a shared mood, a barrier to outsiders, and a mutual focus of attention). Taking discourse into
account in the analysis explains why some youth change their narrative outside the organizational
setting of AS-PTA: there are unexpressed ‘’rules’’ about what is being said and how at AS-PTA settings.
The strength of Collins´ (2004) framework lies in the identification of symbols. The
relationship between the creation of symbols of AS-PTA and the symbols that take part of youth
narratives (and ultimately decisions) has clearly been shown. I hypothesize that these symbols reach
non-participants of AS-PTA, as the region is small and everybody knows people who do participate at
the NGO. This could explain the positive image of youth towards farming and rural life. And, as stated
before, I expect these symbols to play an important part in the decision-making of young people, and
the perception that migrating is perceived a last resort.

6.5. Suggestions for NGOs with participatory philosophies
AS-PTA is an NGO with a participatory philosophy: they work together with local actors to achieve
their aims. Therefore, their main working strategy is through action research. As we have seen, ASPTA is partly able to influence the narratives of young people in the Borborema region. Could their
practices change to achieve their goals? I believe they could.
In participatory projects, there is often a sharp contrast between discourse and actual
practices (Barnaud et al., 2010). Youth in the organizational setting with AS-PTA would not fully
express their opinions. Instead, they would affirm the food sovereignty symbols of the NGO. If AS-PTA
wants to know the actual narratives of the young participants, they should change their methods.

56

Collins (2004) does give extensive explanations of power as order-giving or order-taking, but this seems to be more
appropriate in the analysis of conversations between two individuals or small group interactions.
57
I specifically state this concept of discourse, as there is a broad range of approaches to discourse analysis; which makes
discourse difficult to define. For a clear overview of the properties of discourse analysis and their elaborations, see van Veen
(2015).
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‘’Narrative research done well requires critical (self) reflection on behalf of all participants in the
research situation and generates what Krippendorff (2009, p. 141) describes as authentic
communication, communication characterized by: ‘’the pleasure of participating in togetherness in
which one is free to speak for oneself, not in the name of absent others, not under pressure to say things
one does not believe in, and not having to hide something for fear of being reprimanded or excluded from
further conversation’’’’ (Paschen & Ison, 2014, p. 1089). AS-PTA already achieves this in many projects,
though with the youth projects authentic communication could be stimulated even further. This is
probably due to the fact that youth is an especially challenging target group to work with, as the adultyouth relationship is imbued with power-relations (Leyshon, 2002). Facilitators would benefit in
reflecting on how they can relinquish their role of expert and let the youth be the informant (Paschen
& Ison, 2014).
Important however is that NGOs need a broader support in order to achieve their goals. The
political changes over 2015-2016, with the political power shifting from President Rousseff to Temer
(from the left to the right wing), showed how national political power distribution impacts AS-PTA.
With the political shift, the NGO received less governmental support, and at the time of writing the
amount of AS-PTA employees had decreased tremendously. In order for NGOs to be effective, politics
should support them in the search for non-agricultural job alternatives in the region: ‘’If alternatives
to migration are to be constructed, local territories must find their own dynamic sectors that have the
potential to generate employment. It is not essential that these sectors be based on agriculture. What
matters is that they create opportunities that are accessible to the poor’’ (Helfand et al., 2013, pp. 6970). This should go hand in hand with the improvement of the quantity and quality of the educational
system: ‘’This is perhaps the only policy that contributes positively to all pathways out of poverty.
Education is associated with higher agricultural income as a result of its relationship with productive
efficiency, technological adoption, and the ability to participate in input and output markets. Education
is also associated with higher non-agricultural income because it increases the probability of finding
employment and the earnings of individuals once employed’’ (Helfand et al., 2013). But also, education
contributes to more successful migration (ibid.)58. Like one of the directors of AS-PTA once stated:
after all, we should not forget that it is a positive thing that rural youth can choose – that they have
the option to stay or to leave59.

58

AS-PTA recognizes this important role of education. For over a decade, they provide educational programs for schools in
the region. However, for a higher impact, regional and national governmental institutes should design and implement
structural educational plans.
59
The exact citation is: ‘’If they want to leave, then we have to respect that. If it is their choice, and if they really want to
migrate, then we can only wish them the best of luck.’’
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6.6. Further research
During the research, we stumbled upon many interesting concepts, phenomena and social groups that
would be worth studying. Among these is the subculture of cowboy youth, who is involved in the
vaquejada traditional sport. Young people involved in these events often have different experiences
on the countryside, as well as different reasons to stay. Another subculture is of young people
involved in criminal activities. Rural violence is a big theme in the Borborema region, and causes of it
are poorly understood. Different people think the violence started around ten years ago, when young
migrants returned from bigger cities with a different mentality and drugs. Studying this would be
challenging, but crucial to understand and be able to change the current reality. And finally, it would
be valuable to study young female farmers who are able to make a living out of agriculture. Our
research touched upon the difficulties for women in the region, though we did not apply a gender
approach specifically. Doing this could probably lead specific recommendations on how to enhance
the quality of life for women in the area. In general, researching these different groups could be
conducted with a different focus: studying youth from a religious, political, household, or
technological angle could complement the findings of this study. Ideally, these would be longitudinal
studies in which the researcher follows a certain group of young people and their families, as this
would allow to better capture an understanding of why people do what they do at certain points in
time (Leeuwis, 2004). A great example of such a longitudinal study in the southern hemisphere is
Punch (2014).
Finally, the main limitation of this research is the fact that I was not able to talk to youth living
in large urban centres such as Rio de Janeiro or São Paulo. This would be valuable for two reasons.
First, it will give us a better understanding in youth narratives and decision-making. Second, it could
possibly contribute to check the tentative conclusion of Freire (2014) that rural-urban migration may
contribute to more violence in the cities.

6.7. Conclusions
Rural out-migration of young people in Northeast Brazil causes serious concerns regarding their
livelihoods. The NGO AS-PTA tries to counteract the out-migration of young people by establishing a
food sovereignty narrative, emphasizing the importance of farming and the beauty of the countryside.
They do this by creating symbols, especially certain words, that they spread through events. Their
narrative influences the stories and decisions of rural youth in the region in at least two ways.
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First, youth participants comply with the AS-PTA narrative in the organizational setting (at
events and at the NGO’s office). However, when the narrative does not completely fit the youth’s social
realities, the narrative is adjusted outside of the organizational setting. This was seen amongst
participants that aspire to migrate. Migration is not part of the food sovereignty narrative, though the
youth would use narrative symbols to adjust their story to make it ‘’fit’’ again. They would say, for
example, that they would take their farmer’s identities wherever they would go.
Second, narratives told by non-participants (those who do not participate at AS-PTA events)
turned out to be fairly similar to those of youth participants. Only when talking about education, clear
differences were indicated. Most narratives, however, were the same. Particularly remarkable is the
fact that youth of both groups have a positive attitude towards rural life and farming (which is rarely
found in other publications on the topic). I hypothesize that this could be because of the AS-PTA
narrative, which circulated in interactional conversations in the region and in that way reached nonparticipants as well.
The positive image of rural life and the related opposite image of cities – which were perceived
as grey places in which one has no free time – does not mean that youth does not want to migrate.
Although a slight majority of the interviewees do prefer to stay, a large group stated they preferred
to find a job in the cities because of better and more stable income opportunities. Their preferred
option would be to find such a job in a city nearby. Rural out-migration in the sense of moving outside
the area to cities as Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo was perceived as a last resort; something one has to
do out of financial necessity.
What is clear is that narratives impact the decisions and actions of rural youth. The roles of
organizations like AS-PTA and the government are crucial in providing interacting rituals and
practical possibilities that cause youth to favour staying on the countryside. As young people’s lives
are shaped in a series of social interactions between different people at various points in time and in
different locations and within the context of a wider social system, there is no such thing as a clear
pathway.
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Appendix 1
List of questions provided for letter writing

Portuguese:
1. Como é meu lugar?
2. O que faço?
3. Como é meu dia na agricultura?
4. O que mais gosto de fazer na agricultura?
5. O que faço com o resultado do meu trabalho?
6. Como me descobri agricultor(a)?
7. Como eu me sinto agricultor(a)?
8. O que penso para meu futuro?
9. Um recado para outros jovens
English:
1. How is my place?
2. What do I do?
3. How is my day in agriculture?
4. What do I like to do most in agriculture?
5. What do I do with the result of my work?
6. How did I found out I was a farmer?
7. How do I feel as a farmer?
8. What do I think for my future?
9. A message for other young people
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Appendix 2
Impression of the action research preparations

Photo 1: Analysis of push factors on 19-11-2015

Photo 2: Brainstorm about push factors in small groups on 19-112015

Photo 3: Selection of interviewees for action research on 01-12-2015
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Appendix 3
Impression of the action research execution

Photo 4: Preparing for the interviews on day 1

Photo 6: Outcome of plenary discussion on day 3

Photo 5: Conducting interviews in small groups on day 2

Photo 7: Outcome of plenary discussion on day 3
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